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THE ETHICS OF LYING.
(By John Jameson.)
It is wrong to tell a falsehood, but of
course you sometimes may,
Provided there is something very awkward in your way;
For though sin should be avoided, it
occasionally can
Be indulged in by a righteous,
man.
If, for instance, if It happened, you'd
a chance for turning bac'
t,
A murderer,
on his intended

ImoeriaE

Jersey Cream
Pansy
Bobolink

for In"I have been using Cascarets afflicted
been
have
I
which
with
somnia,
for twenty years, and I can say that Cascarets have given me more relief than any
other remedy I have ever tried. I shall
certainly recommend them to my friends
as being all that they are represented."
Thos. Gillard, Elgin, 111.

SELIGfflAN BROS CO.
WE STILL HAVE LEFT
333

233

Pleasant, Palatable, Potent, Tasteor Good.
Gripe.
Do Good. Never SickenJWeaken
10c 25c. 50c. Never sold in bulk. The gento
C
C.
C
Guaranteed
tablet
stamped
uine
924
core or your money back.

A great many Bargains
in Summer Goods of
every description. - -

hot-too-

ARIETY FRESH YEAST

Also

And

GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
ALL
CASH PURCHASES
WITH
WE

Winter
jf

Grocery Co.

Southeast Corntr Plaza, Canta Ft.

If

AP

CALL

No. 40

Telephone

SEE FOR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
8

'8

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jwelrv, Silver ware.

Deco-

rated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.

C

Ziii7
djlltl

MANUFACTURER
JEWELER

TAXIDERMIST TANNER & FURRIER
EVERY DESCRIPTION

IN OUR LINE DONE TO ORDER

Ob WORK

GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
Send for prices for tanning and lining'
furs and hides for rugs and robes

Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds

F. GORMLEY
FRANK
GENERAL MERCHANDISE

PHONE
BLACK

SANTA FE, N, M,

19

CANON

436

ROAD

I

victim's track.
the former fiercely asked, "Is
that the way you saw him go?"

CITY TOPICS

Though you knew If. was a whopper,
you would surely answer, "No!"
Though the sin may be apparent, yet
the object is sublime,
When you save a fellow creature from
indulging in a crime.
And you also save the poor intended
victim from his fate.
The inducement to indulge in inexactitude is great!
And in many other instances this
principle applies;
You can often save a man from sinful
wrath by telling lies.
And when you also save your own in-

Denver, Colo., Aug. 20.
The forecast is generally fair
tonight and Sunday with sta- tionary temperature.

Sentenced Luis
Luis Candelario
Candelario was sentenced to 30 days
in jail and $25 fine for petit larceny.
School Census of San Miguel County San Miguel county has 7,644 persons between the ages of five and
twenty-one- .
Exclusive of the city
schools, the total enrollment was

if

SUCCESSORS TO J. D. MULLIGAN

UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING

i

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
125
daphonht 130 RED
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Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.
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Suit on Note In district court at
Albuquerque, suit on a promissory
note has been filed by R. H. Ryan vs. death.
Hughes,
Boy Injured at Cloudcroft
Joseph L. Harrington. The amount inthe 15 months old son of United
volved is $134.38.
New Mayor of El Paso H. C. Kelly, States Commissioner George Oliver,
is in a critical condition at Cloudcroft,
county treasurer of El Paso county, Otero
county, from the effects of an
and the Democratic boss, has been
which occurred Tuesday afaccident
elected mayor of El Paso to succeed
ternoon.
the late Mayor Robinson who was
More Fish for the Santa
Fe
killed in the recent fire.
Frank P. St urges today received word
Abran Archuleta Bound Over With- from the government bureau that a
out Bond Abran Archuleta has been fish car which will deliver to him 50,- for the
bound over
grand
jury 000 trout fry for stocking the upper
at Las Vegas without bail for the Santa Fe, will arrive here within the
murder of his uncle, Damacio Archu- next thirty days.
leta.
The Military Band will give the peoEduardo Chavez Killed at Santa Fe ple a rare musical treat at the Elks'
Chavez, aged 46 Tuesday night.
Shops Eduardo
was
killed
at
the Santa Fe
Died While Hunting for Work The
years,
shops at Albuquerque on Thursday. body of W. P. Smith of Round Rock,
A derrick he was repairing fell on him Texas, was found on tlhe railroad
and fractured his skull causing in- tracks at Oro Grande. He had died
stant death. His wife and four chil- of exhaustion while hunting for work.
He was aged 60 years and was a memdren survive.
Issued Mar- ber of the W. O. W. Smith had vainLicenses
Marriage
riage licenses have been issued at Al- ly hunted for employment the past
buquerque to Adella Ballegos and six months at El Paso, Texas, and in
Manuel Sanchez y Lucero of Ranchos New Mexico. He leaves three minor
de Atrisco; Jesusita Gonzales and children.
Maximum
Was 80 Degrees The
Maximinio Garcia of Ranchos de Albuquerque; eGorge Hamilton of Negra maximum temperature yesterday was
80 degrees and the minimum was 54.
and Eva Natlick of Mountainair.
The average relative humidity for the
Marriage Licenses at Las Vegas
The following marriage licenses were day was 64 per cent and tfliere was a
issued at Las Vegas: Carnielita trace of rain. It was cloudy in the
Gauna, aged 16, Rociada, and Luis afternoon and early in the evening. A
ago today the maximum was 74
Bargas, aged 23, Sapello; Emilia Cres-!yea- r
pin, aged lb, and Miguel Nolan, aged and the minimum 57 with a precipitaDomitilia Dimas, aged tion of 0.14 of an inch of rainfall be5, Sanchez;
17, San Jose, and Jesus Garcia, Las tween 5 and 8 p. m. The day was
Colonias.
cloudy and threatening with thunder
Divorce Suit Filed In the district. storms.
court at Albuquerque Mrs. Mary
If the Band Boys offer their servBrown has filed suit for divorce ices for the benefit of the new Saniagainst Hiram T. Brown on the ground tarium, why should not every man,
that Brown is a drunkard and has woman and child in the city show
treated the plaintiff with cruelty. The their appreciation by being at the
couple were married in Valencia coun Elks' Tuesday night.
Santa Fe Railroad Sued There was
ty 21 years ago and have three children for the custody of whom Mrs. filed in the McKinley county district
court a suit in which ten citizens ofi
Brown asks.
Gallup, ask judgment against the AtCommissioners to Condemn Land
A.
Abbott
at
Ira
Albuquerque chison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway
Judge
yesterday named appraisers in the in various amounts which aggregate
cases of the United States against $11,000. The plaintiffs allege that the
the Pueblo Indians at San Felipe railroad company maintains a dyke
and San Domingo. These suits are or dam at Gallup, Into which waters
the Little Puerco are impoundbrought for the purpose of condemn from
ed.
water is permitted in times
The
on
reser
the
ing small tracts of land
vations for school purposes. .pjjg of floods, according to the complaint,
commissioners named at San Domin to inundate the private property of
the citizens of Gallup, causing damgo are Manuel Baca, Manuel Armijo
to their lands and (houses.
The
and M. C. de Baca. At San Fe age
was filed by Attorney Alfred Ruiz
suit
Cipri-anare
F.
Charles
Brown,
lipe they
of Gallup, who is also one of the
Lucero and Juan H. Adams. The
The plaintiffs are L. A.
are all residents of plaintiffs. Crescensio
commissioners
Meyers,
Trujillo, T. A. Fa-brSandoval county.
Maria Bustamente, Epimenio Gil,
Killed a Big Mountain Lion David Teofilo
Manuel BustaLandavaso,
Smith, of the Polk Smith ranch, lo- mente, C. L. Gonzales, Guadalupe GaT-ci- a
cated three miles above Brilliant,
and Alfred Ruiz. The particular
Calfax county, shot and killed the cause for action as named in the commountain lion that has worked such plaint filed yesterday, is that the Sandepredation among the deer and live ta Fe railway permitted water to be
stock in the vicinity of Raton Pass impounded in the dyke and that it
during recent years. The beast had broke loose on August 5, 1910, result
colt on the ing in damage to various properties
kill a
ranch the day before. The lion is the to the amount of $11,000.
largest that has ever been seen or
killed in this region, it measuring
(Continued on Page Eight.)
eight feet from tip to tip and weighed
i 135 pounds.
Dance tonight, Adobe Grand.
j

MULLIGAN & RISING

3"

Listen to the inspiring strains of
the Military Band Tuesday night at
the Elks'.
Elks' Home at Raton Work has
been begun on the erection of a $22,-00- 0
lodge home for the Elks at Raton,
Colfax county.
Lodged in Jail for Selling Liquor
Without a License Constable Burn-sid- e
and three women of Mogollon,
have been lodged in jail at Socorro,
on the charge of selling liquor without a license.
Knights of Pythias Grand Lodge
Grand Comander Homer Hill of ttie
Grand Lodge of New Mexico, Knights
of Pythias, has set the date for the
grand lodge meeting as September 21
at Deming.
Passenger Dies on Train Z. T.
Chandler, aged 60, of Monta Vista,
Colo., died on Santa Fe eastbound
train No. 2 at the station of Ribera,
forty miles east of Santa Fe. A 'hemorrhage was the immediate cause of

estimable skin,
Why, hang it all, in practice, where
on earth does truth come in?

i

i

THESE

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flour,

Hay,

LEO

HERSCH

Grain, Potatoes,

Salt and
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

MEXICAN

HATS

AIL

PRICES.

Buy Now Vhile we have
a good

assortment.

FOR HALF

PHONE

No Need to Cut.

,

V,,

S E. Corner of Plaza.

36

A

THE LEADING
HOUSE

CENTURY

P. O. BOX 219

DRY GOODS

IN THE

CITY.
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You, will not only be pleased when you buy

Hardware "from

us,

but afterward.
Our brands of Hardware are known, reliable brands and will stand
hard wear.
When your Hardware wears out come buy your new things from1
us. You will get your money's worth and our personal guarantee
that what you buy will stand the test.

gffi

W&ftflgSgS

If it's Hardware

WHOLESALE

Csxl 1

RETAIL

AISD

Screened

RATON
YANKEE

We have.t.

Wood
Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal.
oawea wood and Kindling.

MONTEZUMA AVENUE
Near A. T.&8.F. Depot.

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

Telephone 85

Telephone 85

ABSTRACT REAL ESTATE INSURANCE
As a Protection for yourself demand anAbstract Do you know whether
you have an absolute title to the property which vou now own?

o

"Ksst,d

St,e' THE

Catron Block

SANTA FE

A8STBACT

Santa Fe, N,

&

Realty

rance

Insu-

Agencyj

Tel Black 76

M

1GKM

PIAMOHPG

li'S!!

three-month-o-

THE SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO

Don't Delay

MUST
BE SOLD

i

International Stock Food

Incorporated 1903

b

YOPJTZ

MANUPAOTUMR

BATCHES
H

0P

MEXICAN FILIGREE

Right Service

If

Qm

JEWELRY

Xnt" Mi 1
HttMl by UMoData Methods

Cut Class, China and Silverware

345 San Francisco St.

SAHTA FK

.

-

M. '

PxrvJ"

It is to your advantage to trade here. We make
I U1 1UU1 UW11 UUUU the claim that we sell better aoods than any one
else, for we offer you the best grades in all our lines that is possible to produce

l LU

Arm

"OUR GOODS ARE RIGHT"
"OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT"
and "WE SERVE YOU RIGHT"
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book's IPtamacy T5e iZSSSZT
The Store Everybody

Like'
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SATURDAY, AUGUST 20, 1910.
NATURE'S

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.

Santa Fe People Must Recognize and
Heed It.

Kidney ills come quietly mysteriously,
But nature always warns you.
Notice the kidney secretions.
See if the color is unhealthy
If there are settlings and sediment,
Passages frequent, scanty, painful,
It's time then to use Doan's Kidney
Pills,
To ward off Bright's disease or diabetes.
Doan's (have done great work in San-

ta

Scores Made by the Successful Contestants forCamp
Perry Contest.
The following is the score of the successful contestants at the Las Vemeet:
for
the
Rifle
Ohio,
Guard
Camp
Range
Perry,
National
gas
Total Standyds
yds
yds R'pd
1000
600
200
Fire Score
ing
1
38
41
46
161
39
Lieutenant Ames
2
42
28
42
153
j
41
Lieutenant Heald
3
39
29
149
42
j
39
Sergeant McHughes
4
46
20
137
39
32
j
Colonel Abbott
4
33
26
38
137
40
Sergeant Enos
30
6
136
40
31
35
Powers
Sergeant
32
7
23
133
39
39
Colonel Smart

Fe.
j
8
20
30
130
40
40
J. T. Sandoval, 115 Ortiz; St., Santa Captain Vierra
j
34
38
128
9
27
39
Fe, N. M., says: "I have used Doan's Lieutenant Bloomlein
j
40
125
31
10
23
Kidney Pills off and on for two years Corpl. Reed
122
11
28
and they have done me a world of Major Ufeld
23
32
39
12
121
j
32
23
31
good. A dull pain in the small of my Pvt. Ditrick
35
j
13
12
back, sometimes extending into my Pvt. Hogle
39
118
29
38
"
bladder caused me a great deal of Corpl. Marsh
44
34
14
117
32
suffering, particularly when I took Lieut. Haywood .
15
28
32
23
116
33
cold. I was bothered mostly in the
31
16
21
114
33
29
Corpl. Dessaur
winter, and in addition to the pain Lieut. Schwertfeger
17
26
29
32
j
25
in my back, there were symptoms of
18
30
109
23
23
33
Lieut.
Littleton
The
inflammation of the bladder.
20
104
30
20
27
27
I
Sgt. Magee
kidney secretions were highly colored
99
108
19
25
25
36
and when passed were attended with Mus. Lewis
21
100
30
29
35
Forbes
a scalding pain. I never used another Corpl.
22
96
23
12
32
29
Young
remedy that acted as satisfactorily as Pvt. Martinez
22
84
25
10
29
20
to
Sgt.
Doan's Kidney Pills. They proved
24
13
80
21
31
15
be just the medicine my case requir- Lieut. Dudley
ed and the complete cure they brought
1'es led me to recommend them on
Uhe ruins of Houriri near Ojo Calien-tMUSEUM WILL BE
more than one occasion."
TONIGHT
OPENED
consisting of bone collars, heads,
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
whistles, flutes, awls and
scrapers,
Foster-Milbur- n
Buffalo,
Co.,
cents.
punches. Also spatulas and pendants.
(Continued From Pago One.
New York, sole agents for the United
beautiful breastAlso some very
States.
selenite
of
crystal. A little silRemember the name Doan's and ed the human race since tQie time of plates
of fine workmanship will
ver
pendant
other.
no
Adam's fall.
take
also catch the eye. It was loaned by
The Object of Paintings.
A. R. Manby and is said to come from
was
to
of
the artist
The object
Don't forget the Elks' Tuesday
same ruin.
the
night. Every man, woman and child bring before the eye the scenery and
Fire Stones.
exhibited
relics
life
surrounding the
in Santa Fe should be there.
There is a shelf of fire stones in
in the cases below in both the Puye
and the Rito rooms. The artist tried this case and this collection is conWeak women should read my "Book to bring a realization to those wlho sidered the most valuable of the kind
No. 4 for Women." It tells of Dr. view these relics of the life, the
found anywhere. There are nine
Shoop's Night Cure. Tells how these
and the aspect of the time of specimens of cylindrical stones of
soothing, healing, antiseptic supposi- the cliff dwellers. It is no exaggera- rock crystal and these were used by
tories, bring quick and certain help. tion to say that Carl Lotave has met the priests in the fire ceremonies.
The Book is free. Address Dr. Snoop, with admirable success in this effort
Sentimental Interest.
Racine, Ws. Sold by The Capital and has incidentally produced works
Of exceptional sentimental interest
Pharmacy.
of art that will delight the cultured is the exhibition in this room of war
to the highest degree, and Director shields of the buffalo hide. There is
Hewett is to be warmly congratulated a buffalo bow, quiver and arrows
for his judgment in selecting such a which belonged to Weyima, the rain
clever artist as Mr. Lotave.
priest of San Ildefonso. These were
The Relics.
presented by Weyima to Director
After gazing on the paintings under Hewett for perpetual keeping. They
the soft glow of myriads of concealed are of unusual interest in this connecbulbs let one carefully tion as this aged priest of Tewa was
electric
basket leaves Monday Tuesday study thelight
relics of the two rooms. Let the first guide for many years and an
go to the Rito de los Frijoles room indispensable assistant of those who
Returns Thursday and Friday. us
in which a splendid collection has just made the explorations of the Pajarito
AGENCY at O. K. Barber Shop been installed. One will there see a piateau locating and mapping out the
complete display of all the material, rum3 from wnic(h all the objects
Mrs. F 0. BROWN Agent
ornamental and ceremonial ftibited were taken.
Phone No. 23 Red
used by the ancient people of the
Puye Room.
Rito.
Let us now go to the Puye room,
Every piece lhas been excavated by across the hall. Those who have
the schol and therefore the authen- visited this room in the past will at
ticity is established.
once notice a collection has been inTurning to the case on the left, in stalled showing ceremonial material
From
the first section, one sees types of all favnnvatort hv Inst
'flmnlnp'
BARRANCA TO TAOS the pottery used, consisting of ollas, partyi AmQng these rpnp's
relicg one see3
and mortuary bowls. The spe a remarkable set of
Meets Both North South food
eight prayer
cimens of forms used in making pot
holders. In the north case is
plume
Bounds Trains.
two
types, red and gray, installed an exhibition of red glazed
tery is of
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot each having its established conven- pottery of the Pajaritans and on anthe north bound train and arrives at tional decoration.
other shelf are specimens of their
In this case are objects of wood,
Taos at 7 p. m.
cooking bowls varying in size from
Ten miles shorter than any other fibre, bark, corn, grain and other vege-il- a quart to eight or ten gallon capaThese objects
way. Good covered hack and good table substances.
lustrate to some extent tlhe occupa-- city.
The Puye room has been furnished
teams.
tinns tho fnnH tho cprBmnnies and
witl1
made under the direc- AcxLOto
of
the
the
inventions
various
people tion of
Thing
Bffsry Com.fortabl.
Nusbaum who
Photographer
relating to the making of fire.
ctngei
In another section are to be found has been a great help to the ischools
articles of bone, scrapers, awls, and in more than one line.
Just a word more in regard to the
punches. These bones are from the
seen. Much credit is due to
pottery
deer, the elk, the bear and also from
K.
M.
secretary of the instiChapman
birds such as the eagle and turkey.
tute
(he has shown
the
for
dexterity
an
raw
also
of
exhibition
There is
SHOP materials
in
this
for exhibits.
pottery
preparing
used in making flaked inTo judge of his skill in modeling one
of
obsiuian.
struments, principally
some of
19 year the only
These flanked instruments Include ar- has but to remember that
fine large bowls, that look as
the
etc.
first class tonsorial parlor rowheads, spears,
In the next case is a complete type though they were perfect specimens
in Santa Fe.
collection of ground instruments of taken out of the ruins, were in truth
la OTe tnan 100 Pieces- Mr.
OUR NEW PITCH
stone, consisting of hammers, andound
iPrionman ?g n of nnlv a m rlT a nf ov.
various
of
(hatchets
minerals,
TREATMENT
large
stone mauls used in crushing stone ceptional ability but as a water color
artist ranks high.
to
is guaranteed
cure, (not only and mortars and arrow polishers.
se&
hair
Dandruff,
one
of Here again Director Hewett in
falling
relieve,
Adjoining this collection is
man
difficult
a
a
such
task
for
lecting
other scalp irritations. We also stones used in grinding corn, and has been
singularly fortunate and
are made of basalt and other lhas
carry a complete line of all the these
contributed to the success of the
stone
There
matter
of
facial
tonics.
and
great
hair
density.
popular
is also an extensive
exhibition of institute's work to a high degree.
HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE & FITCH
Historic Corridor.
smoothing stones used in plastering
In what is to be known as the HisBATHS BATHS BATHS
walls and floors, in smoothing skins
and polishing pottery. There is also toric Corridor or main entrance to
LAUNDRY
an exhibition of many forms of stone the museum there have been placed
HUBBS
Agents
three unfinished paintings of Mr. LoPhone us, wewillbegladtocallfor your used in stretching skins, the sewing tave
representing the three epochs of
and
on
an
sees
of
One
and
making garments.
Tuesdays
Mondays
laundry
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays interesting assortment of stone thun- the history of the southwest. The
AU work is guaranteed; your
der balls used in ceremonies and a public will see these for the first
socks are mended and buttons
number of prayer plume holders used time. One represents tfhe site of Santa Fe, hundreds of years before the
sewed on you shirts, without
in dressing the altar.
extra charge.
In the last case in the room is an white man visited the spot. Another
PHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 122. j exceptionally valuable collection from shows the entrance of De VargaV into the city of Santa Fe September 16,
1G93, and the third is a scene on the
Oregon trail. These pictures are
nearly finished and will prove a valu- able addition to the collection of paint-- ;
ings that now make the Old Palace
one of the treasure houses of the An-- I
cient City itself called a treasure
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LAUNDRY

For Best Laundry Work

j

woonn hack line
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FARE

'Kg $5.00

KERR'S

PLAZA BARBER
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St. Michael's College
Santa Fe, New Mexico
0,BRyEfSID

CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest
flOnrRfiR

CO M M ERC IAL LITERARY
&

SCIENTIFIC

BOARDING and DAY STUDENTS

Send for Prospectus

Studies resumed September 5th.

BROTHER EDWARD. President

.

New Mexico Military Institute
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO,

1

ML

Father, Mother and Child had It for
8 Months. Heads Mass of Sores.
Could Not Sleep. Itching Ter- rible. Cured in 2 Months.

'

km

,

!

"The Cuticura treatment has absolutely cured tne and family of eczema
whir'h I, my wife and
child
had for eight months. It started with
small pimples on the head of my child
which gradually broke out in sores, and
it was not long before I and my wife got
the same. Our head.-- wore one mass of
sores, we could not sleep and the itching
was terrible.
We suffered for eight
V
months.
tried different kinds of
ointments and medicine but it did us no
good and soon it began to break out on
our bodies until a friend who had the
same trouble told me about Cuticura of
which I used two sets of Cuticura Soap,
Cuticura Ointment and Cuticura Reeol-ven- t,
and I was surprised. After the
first few days our heads began to heal
and in two months we were absolutely
cured of this terrible eczema. Eugene
Pottho.T. 5S! Ralph Street, Brooklyn,
N. Y., February 18, 1910."
No stronger evidence than this could
be given of th.9 success and economy of
the Cuticura Remedies in the treatment
of torturing, disfiguring humors of the'
skin and scalp, of infants, children and
adults. A single hot bath with Cuticura!
Soap and a gentle anointing with Cuti-- ,
cura Ointment are often sufficient toj
afford immediate relief in the most dis-- j
tressing cases and permit rest and sleep'
when all else fails. Cuticura Soap and
Ointment are equally effective in pre-- ,
serving, purifying and beautifying the
skin, scalp, hair and hands and in
preventing minor eruptions becoming
A
booklet giving
chronic.
description and treatment of skin affection'; will be sent free, on application,
bv the Potter Drug t Chemical Corp.,
135 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass.
ld
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ed and modern Ir all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Hamllto.1, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W.
A Flnlafy

4 .
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"The West Point of the Southwest."
Army Officers Detailed by War Department
Army Inspectors BANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
of any Military School In the Union. Located
on the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
spot of the West ci an e'evatlon of 3,700
feet above sea level, sunshine everv day, but
Hue rain or snow during sesslor.
Eleven Officersand instructors, all graduates frcm statdard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, light

For particulars anl
address.

Illustrated

catalogue

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

Superintendent

Wells Fargo & Oompanr
Express
General
Express Forwarder
TO

32-pa-

'

Parts of the World.

All

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fsrgo
IN NEW MEXICO'S
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS
POLITICAL PASTURES
.PayAble Tsroajjbojt the Uaited States. Canada. Mexico
The Republican county central comand all Foreign Countries.
mittee of Bernalillo county has called
the county convention for August 27
SBMIT TANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.
and the
I

primaries for August

The Democratic

25.

J. D. BARNES. Aoent

county convention

at the court house on Monday afternoon at two o'clock. But few
delegates from outside of the city are
will meet

expected.
The Democratic committee of Colfax county is seeking to arrange a
series of debates between the Democratic and the Republican candidates
for the constitutional convention.

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

J. W. Norment, R. H. Hanna, S. G.
Cartwright and A. P. Hill have gone
to the northern part of the county to
seek to arouse some interest in the
forthcoming

Democratic

Attorney O. A. Larrazolo, of Las Vegas, will next week invade Torrance
county, having dates for Democratic

RATES RIGHT.

meetings at Tajaique, Torreon,
Willard
Punta,
Mountainair,
Man-zan-

o,

At Stanley, the Republicans named
the following delegates to the county

j

THE C. E. HARTLEY
REAL
Offers irrigated lands
under ditch, 40 00 to
and highly improved,
ideal homes ready for

A meeting of young Republicans will

At Socorro, the Republicans named
the following delegates to the county

ESTATE CO

SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO

be held on Monday evening at the Old
Palace, at Republican headquarters.

A Young Men's Republican Club will
be organized for energetic campaign
work. All Republicans are invited to
attend. The meeting will be called to
crder at 7:30 p. m.

CHAS. CLOSSON

Dm Caspar Avenue

and Pinos Wells.

convention:
H. C. Kinsell, George R.
Camp and Venture Baras. The Democrats named as delegates to their con-- .
vention: E. Y. Park, W. E. Castle,
John Green and D. J. Costello.

'Phone 9

When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished

campaign.

in tracts of all sizes, raw lands,
75.00 per acre, under cultivation
860.00 to $175.00 per acre. These are
you.

Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre
RANCHES,
LARGE
AND
SMALL

1

We are prepared to locate settlers on gov- eminent laud. We have Irrigation enter- prises, needing capital. Moneyed men are
:
:
;
invited to correspond with us.

IF YOU NEED ANYTHING IN NEW MEXICO,

LET US HE4R

RANCHES,
LARGE
AND
SMALL.

FROM YOU,

!

NEAT ATTIRE

j

convention:
H. O. Bursum, A. B. j
Baca, Jose T. Torres, A. E. Green, A.
C. Abeyta, C. A. Baca, J. A. Torres,
John E. Griffith and E. A. Sweet. The
Democrats named: James G. Fitch,'
H. M. Dougherty, Meliton Torres and
i
Colonel Eaton.
;
j

'

The Democrats of
ty (have named the
ticket for delegates
tional convention at

i

coun- -

i

San Miguel
following fusion

to the constitu-- ;
Santa Fe: John!
D. W. Veeder, O. A. Larrazolo, Anto-- !
nio Lucero, Upton Hays, Francisco
Rivera y Baca, Placido Sandoval,
Chris. Wiegand, Antonio Pacheco,

H.

G. Coors.

The Republicans in precinct No. 3,
Las Cruces, named W. H. H. Llewellyn, W. M. Adair, T. Rouault, Roman
de la Ossa, D. V. Peacock, J. Lowe, R.
P. Porter and Isidoro Armijo as deleIn
gates to the county convention.
precinct No. 20, Las Cruces, they
named H. B. Holt, Oscar Lohman, Jose
Gonzales, Manuel Lopez, M. B. Thompson, R. E. McBride, Felipe Lucero, J.
P. Mitchell and Narciso Alvarez. The
Democrats in precinct No. 20, named:
(house.
C. Ames, N. C. Fren-ger- ,
Director Hewett and his associates T. S. Hunt, D.
J. D. Isaacs, F. A.
Chandler,
John
have worked wonders in the improve- ments made to the Old Palace during Hawley, Dr. Hodges, Francisco Roble
and ,W. F. Jacoby.
jthe past year and certain it is a per;
son with even a slight love for the
The county central committee met
ancient and artistic will go away from
Informally last evening at the Republirector ttewett nas proved himself a ' can headquarters. Harmony prevailed
useful citizen of Santa Fe, not only ' and a great Republican victory on
Senti-- j
for the present, but for the years to September 6 was predicted.
ment seemed to be favorable to the
come.
j candidates announced
by the New
Mexican a month ago
Hon. T. B.
Court Clerk Jose D.
, Catron, Supreme
Sena, former Attorney General George
j W. Prichard, Probate Judge Victor Or--j
tega and B. F. Pankey of the territorial cattle sanitary bord, as candidates for the delegateshlps to the constitutional convention.
i

Academic and Preparatory Courses
form Separate Departments
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RECORD OF SHARP SHOOTERS ON RIFLE RANGE

WARNING.

M.

:
i

Particular care is taken that no
fit leaves

out-

when apparently "run to seed" a little

we equally benefited by our renovaRISING LIVERY

THE WILLIAMS &
STABLE

unless it Is in perfect condition.
Horses fresh, vehicles clean and easy
Drivers spick and span.
running.
Patrons are always well pleased with
our service. We have rigs of all kinds
for use at any time of day or night
and our charges are moderate.

HUMS
310 San

4 EIS1KG
Francisco St 'Phone 139 Re.

tion treatment. We put an entirely
new appearance on them, giving each
garment a freshness that suggests the
original appearance when brand new.
We are prompt and careful with our
work and guarantee to all partons perfect satisfaction as well as contentment with the low prices charged.
s

Mnralter, Tailor

Cor. Palace and Washington

Avenues

ROSWELL AUTO CO. ROSWELL NEW MEX
Carrying the TJ. S. mail and passengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
Roswell, N. M., connecting with the
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Island Railroads and the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
Leave Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., arrive
In Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
.
Leave Roswell at 12:30 a. m, arrive!
f
in Vaughan at 6 p. m.
Baggage allowance of 50 Jbs. to
each regular ticket, excess baggage at

the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
Special automobiles furnished to accommodate any number of passengers
to make special connections with any
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
New Mexico Central Railroad at Torrance for Santa Fe, N. M., by communicating with Manager of the Roswell Auto Co.,

at Roswell, N.

at

M.,

least 24 hours In advance. Rate for
special $40.00 to accommodate tour or
fewer passengers to either point

J. W. STOCKARD,

"

MANAGER

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA EE, N. M.
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SAiNTA Mh iNEW

THE

MEXICAN

NEW MEXICO

It is the duty of every voter to register. That is the first step toward
the attainment of statehood and the
man who neglects to register is not a

MUSEUM.

That the New Mexico Museum is
already a thing of beauty and a monument of usefulness will be apparent
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
to those who will tonight inspect two
P.
FRANK
STURGES,
a e WALTER.
Vice President. of the rooms of the large edifice that
Editor and President.
have been completed. The exhibit
r

cam,

JOHN K. STAUFFER,

SATURDAY, AUGUST 20,

Secretary-Treasure-

su

President,

PALES,

t

J. B. FEAD, Cashier.
FRANK.

Assistant Cashier.

McKAKE,

lie First latismi laic

AURKETJCEHURT

the Santa Fe Postofficc.

J,

L, A, HDGBES,

patriot.

room to be completed next is to be
given to Central American archaeology in which field, the School of AmeriMONEY AND METALS.
$3.50 can Archaeology of this city, has late
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months by mail
Call money
New
York, Aug. 20
25
2.00 ly made very important discoveries,
Daily per week by carrier
N. Y. C. 113
Weekly, per year
nominal; Amal. 100
75
of
which
the photographs
in
Daily, per month, by carrier....
1.00
115
U.
P.
144
S.
months
six
Reading
65 Weekly,
the reception room today, give but P lfjS
Dai'y, per month, by mail
116
Steel 71
pfd.
50
7.00
quarter
Weekly, per
an inkling. Thus will be gathered in
Daily, per year, by mail
New York, Aug. 20. Lead steady
this ancient and historic city, a mussmelter firm, $5.355.40.
$L40fi4.50;
COUNTY.
FE
eum almost unique in its purpose and
OFFICIAL PAPER CF SANTA
New York, Aug. 20. Prime paper
will
which
the
illustrate
scope,
prehisper cent. Silver 53
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. K la sent to toric civilizations of the American 5
GRAIN.
POKK, LARD AND ftiSS.
tfxculatMi
and
growing
continent, their diversity as well as
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large
111., Aug. 20.
Wheat Sept.
Chicago,
Southwest.
apparent unity, their relation to 98
..mong the intelligent and progress ive people oi the
102
98
Dec.
each other and their ', development.
Dec. 57
Corn Sept. 60
That this will ultimately make Santa
Dec. 37
Oats
35;
Sept.
Fp a Meeca for scientists and tourists
CUNIO(JjpLABn.
Pork Sept. $21.35; Jan. $18.70.
goes without, saying, and it is certain
Jan. $10.67
Lard Sept. $12.02
also, that the cliff dwellings of the
INDIAN.
THE
TO
INJUSTICE
at
the very gates of the
Pajarito,
SHALL THE MINORITY BOSS US?
Jan. $9.77
Ribs Sept. $12.47
The tenure by which the Pueblo In city, will become as well known land
As one is tnitiated further .into .the
over
world
marks
as
the
the Pyramids
ins and outs of the initiative, xefer- dians hold their land is unjust io
WOOL MARKET.
One learns them as individuals; it has retarded in Egypt.
endum and appendages,
, St.
Louis,
Aug. 20. Wool .steady;
has
prevented
that there are various brands ot these their advancement; it
western mediums 18
and
The Strand Magazine asks: "What territory
their ngntiui
first aids to. .good government. The them from assuming
fine mediums 1820; fine 14
23
'
.common
iof.
should
the
choose
adin
profession
you'
place as citizens
Rocky Mountain; News, an ardent
17.
has kepthera out of the order to be happily married? Not
'features,
wealth.;
vocate of these'-- sbfcj'allstlp,
LIVESTOCK.
'
'"pbsfof
but
that
of
for
of business; but'
truth compels the
actor,
among trades,
discriminates, for' 'Instftjffe;
Kansas
Aug. 20. Cattle ReCity;
them rrhirn attire: statement that the statistics of every
three bills now pending in the Colo- tons; 'ft has' kept who
southerns.
300, including 700
ceipts
every
oppose
country clearly demonstrate that the Market
Of one bill it says stubborn children
rado legislature.
steers
Native
$4.50
steady.
and fear every stage is of all callings most favor-chang- e
that is "is a fake throughout. It is as material inimprovement
southern steers $45.50; southern
8;
Endowed
,
status.
tJheir
by
to
profes-rntureable
divorce. Actors and
full of jokers as as might be expectcows $2.754.25; native cows and
by law and by circumstances sional showmen are at the head of
ed from its parentage. The only thing
heifers
$2.607; stockers and feedthose
pos-'iabove
far
0f divorcing couples. After these
advantages
to do with it is to bury it." That: bebulls $34.25; natives
ers
$3.256;
sessed by the average native resident come musicians and teachers of music'
western steers $4.257.25;
ing the case, the Democracy of .the at he time of the annexation, yet an(1 then--h- iir
$47.55;
comIcmen intervallo
be
cows $2.754.75;
Territory should be called upon to
have fallen far behind, just be- mercial travelers. One would expect western
Market
more explicit in outlining what kind they
Hogs
Receipts 5,000.
Sam's
Uncle
cause
of
unnecessary,
to see sailors close at hand, but they
Bulk $8.358.70; heavy $8.25
steady.
of initiative and referendum it stands vicious
a
paternalism. They give
are far down the list. A divorced
8.40; packer and butchers $8.40
for so that it may be known whether
good example of the lethargy and deg sailor is a great rarity, almost as great 8.55;
label.
the
light $S.558.75.
advocate
right
they
radation that would befall all the peo- a rarity as a divorced butcher. And
Sheep
Receipts 500. Market
The Rocky Mountain News, in the ple of the land if the present propo-gand- a fewer
than three farmers are divorced steady. Muttons $3.754.50;
lambs
the
exposes
which
Dem
of socialism, with
same issue, inadvertantly
for every seventy-thre- e
a most $66.90; fed wethers and yearlings
actors,
weakness of the whole scheme, that ocracy has lately taiien into line,
fed western ewes $34.25.
striking instance of the influence of
is the difficulty of getting out any- should carry the day. Another phase rural occupation upon the emotions. $45.50;
Aug. 20. Cattle Receipts
Chicago,
thing like a respectable vote on any of the injustice of Uncle Sam's dispo And clergymen are, as they should be, 300. Market steady. Beeves $4.70
a
At
is
Indian
sition
of the
presidential
being at
lands,
abstract proposition.
the very bottom of the list.
8.30; Texas steers $3.b05.70; westelection, owing to the frantic efforts brought out by the Oklahoma investi
stockers1 and
cent of all ern steers $46.85;
twenty-fiv- e
per
"Nearly
a
in
interest
gation.
of leaders, the universal
divorces take place before the parties' feeders $4 6.15; cows and heifers
Being asked why he consented to have been married a twelvemonth;
personal contest, a comparatively
$2.506.40; calves $6.50z.8.50.
complete vote is polled. When there pay 10 per cent commission for the while thirty-eigh-t
cent
been
have
per
is a bitter, personal contest at a local collection of his claims against the married two
Sunday matinee, 3 p. m., Adobe
years. But the crucial
of the vote government of the United States, a
election,
been mar- Grand.
when
have
time
is
couples
may be gotten out after an exciting Choctaw witness said:
ried four years, for there are more
votcampaign,, but when it comes to
"My share of the money to be re- chances of separation then than at any
Served as coffee, the new coffee subing on the most important constitu- ceived for the lands will be about other period. From that point onward stitute known to
grocers everywhere
extional propositions, it has been the
$5,000. I would rather pay a $500 fee these chances fluctuate, until at ten
as Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee, will
United
States,
over
the
am
all
I
alive than years married the odds are the same
and get $4,500 while
perience
trick even a coffee expert. Not a
that the voters take only a languid in- to wait until the government acts and as at two years. After ten years they
grain of real coffee in it either. Pure
their
in
line,
not
am
is
when
I
dead."
get $5,000
terest; law making
of healthful toasted grains, malt, nuts,
until
a
diminish
point
annually,
and even here in Santa Fe, on a propPoor Lo has learned a thing or two comparative safety is reached; alhave been so cleverly blended as
osition of such transcendant import- in his dealings with the United States though there are instances of divorce etc.,
to
a wonderfully satisfying coffee
give,
Fe
ance as creating a Greater Santa
evidently. It may be that the knowl- after forty and even fifty years of taste and flavor. And it is "made in
the
took
voters
of the
edge acquired will not be of much married life."
only
a minute," too. No tedious 20 to 30
trouble to go to the polls and these practical, service to him, but he has
minutes boiling. Sold by Frank
of
solicitation
it, anyway. Lo wants to enjoy his
only upon the personal
The harmony and enthusiasm that
to
the
not
himself.
He
is
opposed
money
those vehemently
particularly
at the Republican county
osition for the most selfish reasons. interested in posterity getting it. The prevailed
convention in this city this afternoon,
in
therefore
tihe
cost
is
all
of
Colorado
living
going up
legislature
The
no comfort to the enemy. It was
ADOBE GRAND
a pending bill, proposes that 51 per while, and Lo wishes to buy a few gave
not medicine to their liking and Demo-- ,
a
some
and
for
cast
at
preceding
vote
blankets,
tobacco,
the
things
cen tof
to-- '
stock will be far below
election for governor shall be neces- his own behoof and benefit, without cratic There is no doubt in the par
minds
seems especial reference to the Indians to night.
sary to carry any law. This
SUNDAY MATINEE
of the come a hundred vears or so hence. Lo of keen observers of the trend of pubfriends
the
but
reasonable,
very
Re-a- n
Hie
that
the
in
this
county,
i3
opinion
Sam"
has
discovered
"Uncle
News
that
The
initiative cry:
adept at "standing off" the Indian. publicans will elect their delegates in
,.,.,. Tn rtpni;ini "fifty uer cent" of
"9
The
Indian cannot walk up to the this county on September 6, by a
is
practically
a vote cast for governor
room and get what is com- - jority ranging from 600 to 1,000. There
should
"prohibitive and if the measure
to
him.
He figures that it takes was no attempt at bossism, no steam
it
ing
form
its
present
become a law in
a
a mighty persistent and road roller in evidence this afternoon
and
to
lawyer,
the
would be worse than useless
'
at
one,
that, to get the coin of and the majority ruled in all matters.
bright
"Senator
further:
people." It says
This is as it should be and is in strik-bo- x
out
realm
"Uncle
of
the
Sam's"
in
strong
once
'
Tully Scott showed that only
even
and into poor Lo's pocket,
Direct from a two weeks
ing contrast to conditions on the oth-i- f
twenty-seveyears had a vote on a
Lo
is
er side, where a few bosses gathered
entitled
poor
51
unquestionably
run at Albuquerque.
constitutional amendment exceeded
to it.
at Albuquerque and forced a ready- per cent of the vote cast at the last
This is not very creditable to the! made platform down the throats of
preceding election."
GOOD SINGERS AND
No wonder
government of the United States. Lo's thoughtful Democrats.
"What further argument is needed, notion that $4,500 in hand is worth
0
on
will
and
now
are
ARTISTIC and FAN.
gagging
they
when the Socialists themselves conin the bush seems pretty sound. tion day silently deposit their ballots
TARTIC DANCERS.
cede that the initiative and refer- Most people will think that a goodf0r the Republican candidates.
miendum is merely a scheme of the
deal less than $4,500 in hand is better
Prices 15 and $ Cents.
AAA
t.
i
j.
uie uuhunority to fasten upon the lethargic l,",u OfJ'"UU 1,1 11.
r
the
In
'u.ynme
quarter,
past
Denver,
during
not
majority laws the majority does vic- persons in every hundred entertain there were 974 deaths to 517 blrthSf gzESTOJt
for
any
uue
uiea mat u is more interesting tihus lllnst.ra.tine the same tendency
favor? How much
ious interests to get out sufficient votes to have money in hand or in bank toward race suicide that has been
to carry or defeat any legislative prop- than in process of collection.
Inrvterl Tnlplv even in small towns like
Poor Ix) will get all that is coming
osition than it is to corrunt the maganta Fe and Las Vegas where tne
con- to him perhaps if he waits.
One ,inlW nf
haa spaded the
jority of a legislature that is
easny understand now he inclines number of births. The towns must
stantly under the white light of public can
criticism and where any measure to discount his paper now and then, draw heavily upon foreign immigramust pass the deliberation and criti- nevertheless. .
tion and the country districts in order
cism of two houses? The fact, that
to maintain their population. Yet, the
The state engineer of Colorado has census this
the majority of voters will cast their
year, shows a tremendous
ballots for legislators, but less than issued a handsome volume covering ,wth tnr nat nf ih -.
hhps
fifty-on- e
per cent will come out to htyfireiiort for the past fiscal year. It Tlle cry ,.Back t0 ffie Land," evident
vote on a law submitted to them, shdwB the splendid work that is being jly has not yet made much of an im- would indicate that the legislature is none Dy ano m tne neignDoring state pression of city folks.
more likely to express the will of the in the good roads movement. A strikwhole people than the referendum. It ing part of the report is that devoted
Tribune Citizen is
The
to the Santa Fe trail, the plan to enminer Albuquerque
around, for it. declares editor- certainly did at every referendum make
it a great Scenic Highway and j,aly: Is it a sauare deal to condemn
election ever held in Santa Fe, includthe work accomplished by the Daugh-- a man because he is learned in the
Santa
a
Greater
for
one
last
the
ing
ters of the American Revolution in law and performs small legal services
Fe.
marking it with huge boulders, pol- for a corporation? Because he chanon one side and suitably inscrib- ces to do that, must he sell his soul
the danger "of cholera being carried ished
is a work that New Mexico in evil practices, if such should be deed.
It
is
United
States
from Europe to the
should take up without delay. The manded from him by such corporaremote, but if it ever does take hold
in this country it will sweep every arch at the terminus of the trail in this tion?" What a difference a tight shoe
should be erected. It was au- makes in the opinions of politicians
community that .has not paid atten city,
thorized
by the legislature and there and editors.
cleanto
The
tion
sanitation.
present
del
up campaign in this city Is therefore is sufficient money in El Camino
Scenic
to
Real
fund
for
it.
The
pay
not
cholera,
wise.
If
is
and
It may be declared right from the
it
timely
If you like prood Coffee then
then it is typhoid, scarlet fever, diph- Highways across the Pecos forest bat, that Hon. Thomas B., Catron will
you will surely be charmed
Pe- not be a mere
as
should
as
be
far
the
and
completed
other
small
epidemic
in
conwith.
the
pox
theria,
figurehead
diseases that demand their frightful cos and then New Mexico too, will have stitutional convention. Whatever his
"CHASE AND SAiORNS
and unnecessary tribute each year something to show that will rival any- opponents may say about him, they
from among the people of every com- thing in the scenic and good roads know that his force of character, his
SEAL BRAND"
brains and sagacity would put him in '
munity that neglects sanitation. The line in the Centennial state.
pity of it is, that it is the innocent
the front ranks of thinkers, statesmen
Seven panels of jury men have been and leaders anywhere in the world.
children who suffer most, when it is
It has a distinctive, Satls-- '
fylng flavorrich, mellow
the negligent officials and the dirty discharged in Chicago in the trial of
and fine the result of
adults who should be called upon by a Democratic legislative leader, bescientific, careful blending
It Is a substantial and winning
of perfectly roaBted coffees
sickness and deatlh to answer for their cause it was shown that every man ticket that was nominated by the Refrom the world's best plantations.
had been approached in the interest publicans this afternoon. The Santa
apathy.
of the acquittal of that leader who is Fe delegation will play an importi
Another pugilist was knocked into charged with attempting to bribe leg- ant part in the constitutional delegaSanta Fe Agents.
the hereafter in the prize ring accord- islators. This situation in the sec- tion and this is as it should be, for
dis- ond largest city of the land, should Santa Fe has more at
Associated
Press
to
today's
stake with the
ing
patches. It is true, there are a good put to shame those who have asserted coming of statehood than any other
many evils that take off more victims in the past that New Mexico juries community iu the southwest.
each day than pugilism does in a hun- are not the peer of juries elsewhere,
A party or a political organization
dred years, but there is fluch brutal As a. matter of fact, the average na& COMPANY
abruptness about deaths in the pugi- tive juryman takes his trust more ser- that does not keep its promises is just
listic line that it is quite a relief to iously and seeks to do justice more as much below par. as the business
know that but very, very few men en- conscientiously than has the average man who fails to keep his
juror anywhere else.
gage in it as a trade.
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OF SANTA FE.

The Oldest Banking Institution in
fiewMcxIoo. Established In 1370

7--

1--

Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profits

3--

7--

1--

,

$150,000
8(M)00

Transacts .4 general banking business in ail its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
? personal and coHatera. security.
Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in alL markets for its customer.
Buys and sells
2 domestic and foreign
exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to aii parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
as are given by any money transmiting agency public or
"
Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
jr private.
cent
p per
pei artful rfi. n j stir tnonthsS or years', time. Liberal
5 advances made on donsttnmenti of livestock afliT products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking lin,
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
2 as is consistent with safety and the
principles of sound- bank-for
boxes
tkc
rest The patronage
ing. Safety deposit
a '
5
t:
;
..11..
nuDiic is respetauiiy suiicnc.
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1
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THE

PALACE HOTEL
W'LLIAM VAUGHN pROP;

the Best Hotels

One of

Cuisme and
Table Service
Unex celled

i

in

the West

Large Sample

Room for Com-

mercial Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

three-quarte-

;

one-sixt-

J. E. LACOME:

h

'

9

People

Proprietor
Commodious Sample Room
Long Distance Telephone Station.

Steam Heated: Electric

.

.... .., .,

FIRST CLASS CAFE

Lighted, Every Room

IN CONNECTION

a Good One,

MEXICAN OPERA

r

FttK88 THE BUTTON WK

1X

THE REST,

:

n

WP ATP

FULL COURSE MEALS FROM NOON ON.
If you drop in at S o'clocx you can get a hot
and vmi will Tint Iiava tn
snnnpr rpartv tnMt
v

I

KOW

v"v

"rrvi iv""j

j

elec-$5,00-

wait.

Serving

jv"

Our Increasing patronage Is the
best proof that we merit yours.

i
j

-

H

j

S.

ft

$$,

00.

HERRERA
THE HOTEL CORONADO G.LUPKProprietor
'TWISrftrriiiiCffMiaBga

RATES

J1.00 A

DAY AND UP

ALL MODERN 'CONVENIENCES

i

GROCERS

1

Gregg's Peerless Hotel
EUROPEAN PLAN

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

The only first class Hotel in Santa Fe, with hot and cold water In
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best OAFE In
the City lo connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed,
Nice sample room on first floor. Special attention given to traveling
men, Give us a trial if you want first class service.

Corner of Water St.
and Don Gas par Ave,

WM. GREGG Prop.

BiWLiwiwwnr.iBBCTm;

una

SPECIAL
SALE ON

CC!

VV

ONLY

Ladies Silk and Lingerie Princes, Dresses
Plain and Fancy Silks, Plain and Fancy
White Goods, Embroideries and Laces.
ALL GOES AT ONE HALF

THE REGULAR

LOOK AT OUR:
SHOW WINDOW

PRICE,

ADOLF

SELIGMAN DRY GOODS

SOFT

TMfM Id

CO

J

'

H.SiKAUNE

-

7"
--

1

PHONE 26

Ji

EHIS
teOawtng m

lid km

yosr orders delivered

to the thirsty m aoawthis?
nested
sool and iariting-

GINGER ALE,

WILD CHERRY, LEMON SODA, IRON BREW,
KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO COLA,
TABLE MINERAL WATERS.

ROOT BEER,
.

GANTA FE BOTTLING WORKS.

AH (Males bm4 from filtered water.

HENRY KRICK,

Proprietor
miiiiiTimamj

IE MELTS JWJZ
vs
tn "qSf
MI
toil H!,m 9m$m
fcc

i
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SOCUL AND PERSONAL
Nelson L. LeGrand, of the forestry
service, is in the city.
Edward J. Eames and Miss A. E.
Eames are here from Chicago.
P. M. Churchill, of the U. S. Indian
service, is at the Palace.
Miss True is up from the Pajarito
ranch and is registered at the Palace.
John H. Riley, the well known cattle man of Colorado Springs, is at the

i
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UNITED STATES BANK
INSURANCE

&

,

(i

TRUST CO.

SURETY BONDS

3 RE

ESTATE

A L

WE HAVE SOME EXCELLENT BARGAINS IN BOTH
IMPROVED AND - UNIMPROVED RESIDENCE AND
BUSINESS PROPERTY,

'Houses and Furnished Rooms for Rent.
our attractive list before buying,

See

O- -

v.-

Santa Pe, New Mexico
For fell particulars call on or
add. ess the above company.

St.

Plow.

Bed Fo. 189

Exceptional Bargains at the dozen

$1.00 $125 and $150
(C

(8

(C

jl

(C

WILSON RANGES AT COST
.

TKMT COTS

-

OSTERMOOR MATTRESSES
HOUSE FURNISHING.

FURNITURE

Akers-Wagne-

Furniture Co.

r

EXPERT EMBALMERS

&

PUNERALDIREOTORS.- -

szmi

i

hi

iJ

there.

H: H
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On us for information if you are in
ma'e more satisfactory In ap
as to the value of some toilet
doubt
pearance and in the matter of dura-

will be

soap, complexion cream, talcum or
tooth powder or any other toilet accessory. We'll give it gladly and

LUMBER

honestly.
bought of us.' Do you know anything
SOME SIMPLE MEDICINES
about our prices?" If not, you've a
Like
Jamaica Ginger, Aromatic Spirits
In store." let U3 figure on your
of Ammonia, Cathartics, etc., should
next building.
form a part of your vacation outfit To
get the best, get them here.
sur-pris-

e

Charles W. Dudrow

THE CAPITAL

FRESH EGGS
CREAM

&

MILK

PHARMACY
Where your dollar buys the most.
Mexrca..

Com-ian-

v

0

irau

COME IN AND GET AC
QUAINTED WITH HIM'
IT WILL BE TO YOUR
ADVANTAGE.

Oar Line is all new and complete in every

detail our assortment, of flies

iff

'

larger
and more complete, than ever.

We have lines, rods, reels, baskets, and everything for his majesty, THE
SPORTMAN; Come in and get next to our line and prices. Our prices are lower
than ever before.

Take a little vacation next Sunday and tsssr
take up the Isaac Walton Fever.

--

a

Notice our

Windows

SANTA PE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO.
Wholesale & Retail
Dealers in

Everything in Hardware.

nr.,.
Several ladies from the east are
among them
Mrs. Bradley and Miss Bradley and
Miss Eliel. Mrs. Thomas will also be
at home Tuesday of next week, from
3 to 6 p. m.
An informal dinner was given on
Thursday evening at the home of
Judge and Mrs. John R. McFie to the
Chief Justice and Associate Justices
of the Supreme Court and their
wives. Covers were laid for twelve.
The guests were Governor and Mrs. j
Mills, Chief Justice W. H. Pope, Associate Justices Parker and Abbott, j
Associate Justice and Mrs. Mechem,
Associate Justice and Mrs. Wright and
Miss Hildred Hanson of Chicago. The!
table was beautifully decorated and
the appointments were perfect.
j
"Harlow Hurley, only son of the'
late James E. Hurley, general mana-- ,
'
ger of the Santa Fe, whose sudden
death was announced yesterday, ar-- ;
rived in Las Vegas this morning from
Denver, coming here to join his motn-er and sister, who are guests of the !
H. W. Kelly home. At the time he'
received news of his father's death,
the young man was participating in a
It has
golf tournament at Denver.
not yet been decided when the Hur-- 1
leys will go east." Las Vegas Daily!
Optic. Miss Maggie Bucher, of Raton,
is also with Mrs. J. E. Hurley, her sis-- !
nue.

visiting Mrs. Thomas,

a la Spirite

Corsets

!

-

FOR THE WOMAN OF FASHION

,

j

Thn Corset that moulds your form
to fashions latest mandate.
THE C. B. A LA SPIRITE

5 THE ONE COR-.STHAT WORK.S WITH NATURE To MAKE

1

'

i

ter

!

Miss Christine JoQinston will leave
Wednesday afternoon, Mrs. McFie
this evening for Boston to visit her and Mrs. Garrett tendered a reception
pareiiis ana uiuuier. oue expects iu at the McFie home on Manhattan avebe gone a month.
nue to Mrs. Merrit C. Mechem of
j
Thomas Martinez a prosperous mer-- j Socorro, and Mrs. E. R. Wright of
chant and sheep grower of Arroyo Alamogordo, who with their Ihusbands,
and
Mechem
Hondo, Taos county, is visiting his Associate
Justices
parents Mr. and Mrs. Julian , Mar Wright, are guests at the Sanitarium.
tinez here.
It was a most delightful afternoon that
"Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Nuding, of was spent.
The hospitable McFie
Santa Fe, who have been the guests home was vibrant with color of many
of Mr. and Mrs. John P. Lyng, resum- blossoms. Five hundred was played.
ed tiheir journey last evening for Long Delicious refreshments were served,
New
Branch,
Jersey." Cimarron the following young ladies assisting:
Misses Jaffa, Laughlin, Helen Laugb-lin- ,
News.
and
"Frank Owen, manager of the Santa
Gjrimshaw, Salmon, Bean,
s
Fe Water & Light Company, was in Mamie Flick. TThe guests were:
Jaffa,
Mechem, Wright Mills,
Las Vegas with several employes,
to superintend the loading and ship- Walter, Arthur Seligman, Whee!on,
ment of a large engine, which he pur- Renehan, Safford,. Davies, Palen, Carl
chased hereJv It will be used In the Bishop, Rolls, Morrison, Rapp, Prince,
power house at Santa Fe." Las Ve- J. L. Seligman, Fischer, Frank W.
;
Clancy, Bean, Hersch, Lowitzki, Thomgas Daily Optic.
as,
Prichard, Warner, Rhea, of RosAssociate Foresters Clapp and Wol- McGil vray of Estancia ; McCon-nell- ,
well;
sey left Albuquerque
yesterday tcJ
Diaz, Goutchey, Weltmer,
Baca,
meet Chief Forester Graves at Gallup.
Levan,
Catron,
Wittman,
Harroun,
Mr. Graves will make no stops in New
Curns,
Fiske,
Bardshar,
Bradley,
Mexico but will proceed straight to
Brookes, Haynes, C. L. Bishop, Eliel,
D.

his headquarters at Washington,
C. He had a conference with District
Printing
has on hand: a large uupply of Forester A. C. Ringland at the Grand
jaus and tablets suitable for school Canon.
'nrli. the desk, and also for lawyers
Mrs. B.. M. Thomas was at home
If you want anything on eartn try
i ni'Yrhf.nts:
good everywhere. Wo Tuesday afternoon and many called
a New Mexican Want Ad.
will sell them at 5 cents in book form at her residence on Washington ave- -

TelcDhonc !Ng lit) Red
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.

X

yja will need torn t
tic'ils. aad a 1CVT

His Time is Yours

)

DON'T HESITATE TO CALL

bility If you use

SF0RT5"AN?

We've got 'cm all, evciythirg
that you need. Just call at our 8tcrear.d
talk to OUR MAN WHO KNOWS, he vill be glad to
tell you the best bait, the right fliesand anything else
you wish to know.

i

YOUR BUILDING

u

W.

supplies.

'Mis

ft

FRUIT JARS

FRUIT JARS

IF Y

a,

C WATSON & COMPANY

119 San Francisco

V.

G. W. Linger, a prominent cattleman of Cutter, Sierra county, was a
visitor in the Capital today.
Peter A. M. Lienau, assistant insurance commissioner, was a passenger
for Albuquerque yesterday.
Land Commissioner R. P. .Ervien
has gone to San Juan county on good
roads and land selection business.
Bradford
L.
Prince
spent today at Tierra Amarilla, to
attend the Republican county convention.
Seferino Martinez, one of the delegates from Santa Cruz to the Republican county convention, is a visitor
in town.
District Attorney L. O. Fullen of
Roswell, who spent, the week here on
supreme court business, left for (his
home this afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. T. Z. Winter have returned from a sojourn at the Valley
Ranch on the upper Pecos, twenty
miles east of Santa Fe.
Hon. Solomon Luna, of Los Lunas,
is expected in Santa Fe next week
from his sheep ranches near Magda-lenSocorro county.
Mrs. A. Leeson this wek visited her
sister, Mrs. E. O. Broecklein at Mor-iartTorrance county. Miss Frances
Leeson joined her mother later in the
week.
Superintendent of Public Instruction
James E. Clark will arrive at Cloud-croon Monday and expects to return to Santa Fe the latter part of
next week.
The Girls' Club was the guest on
Monday of the Misses McFie on Manhattan avenue. Eighteen young ladies were present and spent an enjoyable afternoon.
Hon. Alfredo Lucero, county commissioner and delegate to the county
convention which met this afternoon,
is here from Santa Cruz. He registered at the Coronado hotel.
County School Superintendent J.
M. C. Chaves of Abiquiu, Rio Arriba
county, and Casimiro Montoya, farm
er and stock raiser, are in the c'ity
on a business visit. They will remain
until Monday.
Miss Uva Pirkey has accepted a
temporary position with the forestry
department and this week moved to
the office of he Pecos reserve on the
Panchuello.
Her address is Cowles,
San Miguel county.
Professor Joseph G. Howard, recently of the U. S. Indian Industrial
school of this city, has arrived at
Chilocco, Okla., where he has been
appointed principal teacher, and is
well pleased with the Indian school

r

AGO, one. of your , ancestors had banked only 200 dollars
per cent compound "Interest and 'you had that $200 and the Interest,
each foliar bin were a link In chain- that chain would reach trow New
':
;J
York jx Sttff; Francisco'.t;It
bank
let IL.V
you,.wlll
pur
y ...
Monex,grow&Jn
'
Make OUR Bank TOUR Bank.
We pay liberal Interest consistent with safety.
-

Use the
"BRISTOL
&for Trout.

FISHIN'

the Palace.

It 200. YEARS

i

oniN'

W. A. Brown, a well known mining
man of the Duke City, is at the Palace.
Mr. and Mrs. J7"5 Moore, signt-seer- s
from Keylersville'rlo., are at

mr

5

:

Herriott. of the treasury department, Washington, D. C, is at the
Palace.
D.

ABE YOU

.'fit

Palace.

f

&ONT Yoe. JTEjeiJ
A LITTLE UN&ASYwtA
at
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YOUR FIGURE PERFECT.
IT .SUPPORTS THE PART.S THAT NEED
SUPPORT, AND THE NEW MoDEL-S- , JU.ST
RECEIVED MOULDS ANY FORM INTO A NEAT,
COMPACT FIGURE WITHOUT INTERFERING
IN THE LEA-5WITHBoDILY COMFORT.
THE C. B. ALLOWS YOU To DREJ-IN THE
FAJHION-WITHOUHEIGHT OF
A .SACRIFICE
OF EITHER HEALTH OR ENJOYMENT.
,
FOR .SLENDER, MEDIUM AND WELL DEVELOPED FIGURED.
T

PFtlCEJ R.ANGETROM 65C.

$125, $2.00

derfield.
t

AND

$ J

00

$3.50.

THE BEJT VALlES EVER 5HOWN.
.SURE AND 5EE THE NEW IMPROVED .5TYLE.S JU-5RECEIVED.

BE

Mes-dame-

Laughlin, Cartwright, Ervien, Shear-oh- ,
Woodruff, Sargent, Hall, Easley,
Easley, of Trinidad; Sparks, Crandall,
Dohizetta Wood, Jones, Miller, Reade,
Pratt and the Misses ftasley, Atkinson, Manderfield and Eugenia Man- -

ET

W.

ft

T0WNSEND

CLARENDON
GARDEN
R. V. BOYLE Mgr.
CLAREHDON

&

CO.

PANSY PLANTS NOW.

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

DESIGNS.

POULTRY YARDS

ARK SHILLING OUT!
FRESH LAID EGGS everyday

Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White A'yandottea. Chickens
are yarded In the orchard
under the trees and fed on clean wholesome food
EGGSNF0RaHAT0HINii'CUlO8i8 germS nr Ptomalne PO8onlDgl
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St, Louis Rocky Nit.
Pacific

Company

Railway

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
la effect

(Read Dow a)

March 1st

1910
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No married woman's happiness is
she
complete witaoai children;
yearns with ths dsepar longings of
her nature for the joys of motherhood. But women who hear children
should prepare for the coming of
baby by properly caring for their
nhvsical systems. Mother's Friend
ia the expectant mother's greatest help. It is a remedy which prepares the
muscles and tendons for the unusual strain, renders the ligaments supple and
elastic, aids in expanding the skin and flesh fibres, and strengthens all the
membranes and tissues. It is especially valuable where the breasts are
some from swelling and congestion, and its regular use will lessen the pain
and danger when the little one
9,
comes. Women who use Mother's
Friend are assured of passing the
crisis with safety. It is for sale at
drug stores. Write for free book
for expectant mothers.
BBADFIELU REGULATOR CO.,

that high license as a temperance

CHICHESTER
.

measure is worthless. It may diminish
the number of saloons, but does not
lessen the consumption of liquor. As
lci.g as one saloon is open, no person is obliged to go without his dram.
Flour is now sold at a dozen places
in Darlington. If the sale was restrict
ed to two or three places, no one
flour."

would go without

Radiator

8 PILLS.

IIRAND.
" Ask your WrucKUt for
!1MII
IHamon JTtrnndA
,?,,."":rtl
in Red and tiold mctalllcV

IS SSi--

l

boxes, sealed with Blue Ril,bon.

T

ruir?lst. Ask forCIII.C'IfES-TEI- t
9
l!KA.! FILLS, for 85
lIAilOI
known as

years
Best, Safest. Alwavs Relial
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

PUBLIC SCHOOLS WILL
OPENS ON SEPTEMBER

Darlington

.

6.

Parents Should See to it That Pupils
"For thirty-fivyears I have been a
Report Promptly on the First Day
priest and bishop in London, and I am
on Which Books are Assigned.
7. 777.
6
7 30
5 00
now
approaching my eightieth year.
f 8 20
16
f 4 15
The Santa Fe public schools open
Capulin
f 8 35
I have learned some lessons and the
20
f 4 05
Vigil
f 8 50
25
f 3 45
morning, September 5, 1910,
Thompson
first is this: The chief bar to the Monday
f 9 10
31
3
25
f
runninsrham
at nine o'clock. This being Labor Day,
9 35
43
2 55
Ar. Clifton House N.M.,Lv
God
in
of
of
the
working
Holy Spirit
in honor of the day, the schools will
2 30
3 55
0
I.v
Ar 12 00
10 00
Raton, N. M
the souls of men and women is intox- hold
2 50
4 12
7 'I ArOliitou House, N. M..Lv
11 37
940
only a one hour session to give
6a.
Atlanta,
icating drinks. I know no antagonist the teachers time to
4 12
77"
42
Lv. .Clifton House N' M.Ar 1137
assign lessons
30
4
48
1120
to that good Spirit more direct, more
gPreston
and designate the books for the pupils
tvlKoehlerJu""tlon lift i& SS
:::::::::::::: ifo
more
more
:::::::: ::::::::::
ubiquitous to
stealthy,
the state and the one proposed will subtle,
provide for their use. The regu-la- r
I
5 00
2
10 61
HOTEL
Koehler
go into the matter of penitentiary re- than intoxicating drink. Though
work of the school will begin In
i!5 50
liOolfax
68
$10 10
have known men and women destroy- earnest on
form.
6 08
76
9 42
Oerrososo
..
Tuesday morning, Septem-- ,
11
6 35
82
9 25
Ar
Lv
.Cimarron
The Galveston convention expressed ed for all manner of reasons, yet I ber 6th.
Palace.
00
82
8 55
Lv
Ar
Cimarron
no
cause
know of
that affects man,
H 08
86
f8 47
Nash
Fred McDonald, Clovis; John H. itself as opposed to special sessions
It is to be hoped that all children
child and home with such
88
t7 18
f8 37
9
woman,
Harlan
and
occasions
on
except
extraordinary
Miss
be ready for active work at that
will
True,
7 35
94
Riley, Colorado Springs;
Ute Park, N. M.. .Lv 8 20
Ar
the plank in question because universality of steady power as intox- time for a day or two lost may set
adopted
E.
J.
Towby,
Chicago;
Ranch;
Pajarito
drink." Cardinal Manning.
Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Moore, Keylesville, the legislature failed to confine Itself icating
a pupil so behind that he will not
ilOonnectswith E. P. & S. W. Ry, train No.124 arriving in Dawson, N, M. ac 6:15 p.
matter
and
the
fire
to
attemptConnects with E. P. &S, W. Ry, train No. 123 leaving Dawson N, M. at 9:55a. m.
rating
D.
D.
catch up for weeks and do poor work
W.
Herriott,
Mo.;
Washington,
r
No man can escape responbility by,
SStage for Van Houten N, M, meets trains at Preston N. M.
to pass a number of
O. AS- Passenger trains arrive and depart from DeMoines as follow:
G. W. Linger, Denver; Nelson L. ed
all
the while, whereas if he had beC;
to vote in this great conflict
SOUTH BOUND
traffic laws.
declining
NORTHBOUND:
N.
on time all would have moved on
E.
Miss
service;
LeGrand,
forestry
No. 1.4.48 a. m,
No, 8. 10.44 a. m.1
between the home and the saloon. If gun
No. 7. 6 49 p.m.
well.
P. M. Churchill, InNo, 2. 11.11 p, m.'.
Dallis,
Chicago;
Track connection with A. T. & S, V. Ry. at Raton and Preston with O, A S. Ry. at
The New Mexican 1 statid by and see a child drown
dian service; J. C. Wordley, Chicago; (Communicated.
Des Moines K P. S. W. Ry. at Oolfax, N M, and Cimarron
Northwestern at
assumes
no
for opin- wliPn it is in my power to rescue it, I
N.
responsibility
M.
or
is
which
Cimarron,
depot
Dance tonight, Adobe Grand.
following station Ocate, Miami, Rayado
Edward J. Eames, Miss A. E. Eames,
am guilty of a great crime. The voter
and Red Lakes, N. M.
column.
in
this
)
ions
expressed
Ute Park, N. M. is depot forthe following stations in N. M. Arroyo Seco, Aurora,
Chicago; G. Banderson, Sf Louis; W.
inon
with
who stands by and looks
Baldy Black Lakes, Oerro, Elizabethtown. Lobo, (iuesta, Ranchos de Taos, Red
A. Brown, Albuquerque; H. A. HoughRiver City, Talpa, Taos and Twining.
while the saloon is trying
difference
NichGrace
Lelah
Miss
ton, Denver;
Daily. fKlag, tDally except Sunday
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
W. C. T. U. NOTES.
to
the home and destroy our
subvert
E. J. DEDMAN,
olas, Des Moines, Ia.
VAN HOUTEN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
is responsible for
civilization
christian
Claire.
V. P. & G. M.,
G. P. Agent,
Superintendent,
all the evils that may result from his
MASONIC.
C.
L.
Maporie Leroy, AROUSE
Mrs.
Lorey,
M.
f
N.
N.
Raton,
Raton,
Raton, N. M.
YE, MEN OF NEW MEX- indifference.
Joe
Bernalillo; Joe Granito, Cerrillos;
ICO, AROUSE YE!
Montezuma Lodge No
Davito, Madrid; M. M. Barber, Dento
O men, upon the
Awake
A. F. & A. M. Reghas
Sweden
1,
action,
of
535822E3E5
The
government
ver.
ular communications
greatest question that confronts the made an appropriation
of 20,000
Gregg's.
first Monday of eaci
The wel- kroner for alcoholic
investigation.
M. M. Patsch, St. Joseph, Mo.; C. new, the Sunshine, state!
month at Masonic hail
C. Sanchez, Sandoval; G. A. Ballard, fare of the whole territory depends The following subjects are to investiASK
at 7.30 p. m.
more
Prohibia
the
of
insertion
upon
L.
Edwards,
gated:
Kansas City; George
H. H. bORMAN,
tion clause in our constitution than
1.
(exAlcohol
and
Mo.
degeneration
Rolla,
one
other
issue!
on
perand
Acting Master.
animals
Coronado.
perimentation
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.
Do you realize the importance of it?
Alfred
sons).
Mori,
Denver;
Joseph
Will it be necessary for your boy,
2. Alcohol and pathological changFrom Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
Eligio Madrid, Ignacio Madrid,
- or your girl, to be made a victim of es
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1.
Epiin the body.
F.
Ramon
Quintana,
Santa
Cruz;
Douglas, and all Points in New
R. A. M.
the liquor curse before you awake to
4.
Regular conIts relation to social defects
menio Maestas, Donaciano Angel,
before
vocation
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
awful
second
its
action,
realize
you
Monday of
to
resistance
infection.
Cerrillos;
George Wilson,
, enormity and put forth every effort
each month at Masonic
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
4
Ots relation to social defects
Chaves, Toronto; J. W.
- to have it
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
put out of our territory?
poverty, poor, dwellings, etc.
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
Stanley; J. D. Espinosa, CerrilS. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P.
Listen to a few questions. First, do
5. The economic and statistical reilos; Patricio Chaves, Raton.
ARTHUR
Do they pay sults of
saloons
SELIGMAN,
financially?
pay
Secretary.
prohibition.
&
El
morally? If so, let us have more of
6. The means of denaturing spirits
we
"u
ume,
lens
August
Santa Fe Commandeiy No.
But that spiritless, no ambition feel- them we do not have, half enough! so they cannot be used as a beverage.
1, K. T. Regular conclave
are
a
a
If
and
take
altered
blessing,
they
good
own
and
to
seems
quickly
be
can
Our
be
government
easily
ing
fourth Monday in each
9i
away
to
every
multiply
restriction,
known
druggists
prone to investigation, and this would
by taking what is
month at Masonic Hall at
a
them!
are
If
good why has certainly be a wise and important
they
everywhere as Dr. Shoop's Restora7:30 p. m.
I&
ever
been
restriction
upon
placed
after
48
matter for its consideration.
beginning
hours
tive. Within
J. A. MASSIE. E. C.
1 to
use the Restorative, improvement them? Is it not an absurd proposition
1
w. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
to
men
them
which
sell
stuff
makes
health
full
D will me noticed. Of course,
For Rates and full information address
When the Stomach, Heart, or Kidreturn. The crazy and then pay other men to
will not immediately
nerves get weak, then these orSanta Fe Lodge of. Perfection No. 1
ney
off to jail
EUGENE A. FOX,
gain, however, will surely follow. And watch them and cart them
14th degree.
fail.
Don't
the
Ancient and Accepted
gans
always
drug
best of all, you will realize and feel when they are in a condition that Stomach nor stimulate the Heart or Scottish Rite of Free Masonry
meetd
A.
themselves
care
cannot
is
of
take
as
it
they
your strength and ambition
on the third Monday of each month
is simply a
That
Kidneys.
1
1
1 returning. Outside influences depress and may injure others? it It were Get a
Paso Texas.
prescription known to Druggists at 7:30 o'clock in the . evening in
first the "inside nerves" then the only the expense connected with it, everywhere as Dr. Shoop's Restora- Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
stomach, Heart and Kidneys will usu- would it not be wise to cut off the tive. The Restorative is prepared ex- Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are corally fail. Strenghten these failing cause of the expense? Can jails and pressly for these weak inside nerves. dially invited to attend.
nerves with Dr. Shoop's Restorative penitentiaries cure the moral and Strengthen these nerves, build them
JOHN W. MATES, 32.
and see how quickly health will be physical degredation?
Venerable Master.
tabRestorative
Dr.
with
up
Shoop's
The liquor traflic costs $21 for
yours again. Sold by The Capital
ow quickly HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
or
see
lets
and
liquid
every man, woman and child in the
Pharmacy.
Secretary.
will come. Sold by The Capital
United States a total of $1,681,135,-44- help
Pharmacy.
New Mexico's share of this
B. P. O. C.
GOVERNOR IGNORES PARTY
amount
is from $10,000,000 to $12,000,-00Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E,
PLATFORM DEMANDS.
Are any clothed or fed or educatholds its regular session on the secCHIIGH
ed from this fund? Are any happy
ond and fourth Wednesday of each
Rank
With
in
He is Not
Sympathy
with it?
month. Visiting brothers are invited
homes built or beautified
and File and Calls Another
Business men, why will you not
A. J. FISCHER,
and welcome.
Session.
Cathedral.
Special
J. D. SENA,
arouse and see to it that this sum
Exaltefi Ruler.
Thirteenth
after Pentecost
goes into the proper channels? The First mass atSunday
Secretary.
6
m.
mass
a.
Second
Austin, Texas, Aug. 20 On his own bankers, the merchants, the grocery
a. m. Sermon in English. Third
K
admission, Governor Campbell will men, carpenters, plumbers every line 9:30
nights of Pythias.
not stand by the platform demands of of business and tiade should handle mass at 10:30. Sermon in Spanish.
Santa
Fe
Lodge No. 2, Knights of
the Galveston Democratic state con- this money, and would, were it not At 6:30 p. m. Vespers and Benedic- Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d
vention. Several days ago he made a for the saloons which bring curses in- tion.
Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I.
Guadalupe.
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visitstatement to the effect that he knew stead of blessings find, if you can,
First mass at 6 a. m. Second mass ing
all about the platform on which he one improvement they have ever
Knight's invited to attend.
a.
m.
9:30
Rosary and Benediction
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
was elected and that the new one did brought to your town, to your home, 6:30
p. m.
JOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. S.
not bother him much. The Demo- to a single Individual!
Church of the Holy Faith.
cratic party is now finding out that ne
Young men, arouse ye, and in all
Thirteenth Sunday after Trinity,
is as good as his word. One of the the strength of your splendid manAugust 21, 1910.
CHEAP ROUND TRIP
planks in the Galveston platform call- hood, join all your forces to put out
'Mm
Liberal Limits and Stopovers
Holy communion at 7:30 a. m
i ed
convened
now
the
upon
legislature,
of business the places which debase,
Sunday school at 9:45 a. m.
in special session, to transact the bus- debauch, degrade, bestialize men, too
RATES
and sermon at 11 a.
iness it had been called together for, . weak, too ignorant, too diseased to re m. Morning prayer
and go home. To this Governor Camp- sist the awful cravings caused by the
TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS AT
TO ALL POINTS VIA
F. W. PRATT,
bell and a majority of the members of Drink Demon.
CITY OFFICE IN
in
Minister
Charge.
the state legislative bodies took excepArouse, ye cattle men, sheep men,
St. John's Methodist Episcopal.
tion,, and now, just to show that Aus- mining men, demand that the places
MEXICAN BLDCi.
school at 9:4 5a. m
Suilday
tin has a will of its own, another spec- opened to unfit your men for their
11 a. m. Theme of dis- Worship
The
first
called.
been
ial session has
I
Or Union Depot.
work and thus bring you continual course: "The Holy Scriptures."
Effective June 2nd, 1910
session was provided for the purpose loss, instead of the gain you are enSenior League at 7 p. m.
of readjusting the fire rating laws of titled to, shall be forever closed; use
Worship 7:45 p. m. Theme of dis- ATLANTIC CITY
$74.05
every energy to send men to the con- course: "Sons of the Living God."
vention who will write constitutional
Prayer meeting Wednesaay evening ASBURY PARK
$73.70
TERRIBLE STRAIN
prohibition for us. It means an im- at 7:45.
mense saving to every one in taxes
BOSTON
C. F. LUCAS,
$77.95
it means fewer crimes, less court exPastor.
CHICAGO
RESULTED NOT AMISS pense, fewer men in the jails and pen$50.35
Presbyterian Church.
FOR THE
itentiary for us to support, it means a
Sabbath school at 9:45 a. m.
DETROIT
$60.35
Christian Endeavor at 6:45 p. m
better, stronger, cleaner manhood.
The Colorado Rational Life Assurance Company
Shall we not have it? The men who
11
a.
m.
m.
and 7:45 p.
HOT SPRINGS
Preaching at
$44.60
A Lenoir Lady. After Two Weeks work for it are the men who are workby Rev. Joseph S. Russell.
Denver Colorado.
ing for the good of their fellow men,
Prayer meeting Wednesday evening KANSAS CITY
$35.35
Labor, Feels
Grinding
vote for them, work for them, elect at 7:45 o'clock.
LOUIS
ST.
them. The men who will not work for
$44.35
Everybody welcome.
Better Than Ever.
it are grinding their own selfish axes,
NEW YORK
$75.15
and we, the people will have to pay
to
men
for the folly of sending such
WILL GIVE
12 Hour
Lenoir, N. C "I am not tired at all, make laws for us, in the future as in
A. JUL SERGE3E,
for New Mexico.
DAYLIGHT TRAINS
and am stouter than I have ever been," the past. Down every one of them! IF I FAIL TO CURE ANY CANCER or TUMOR
Santa Fe, N. M.
Catron Block.
writes Mrs. Kate Waters, of Lenoir, N. C, Cut off their political heads with the I TREAT BEFORE IT POISONS DEEP GLANDS
BETWEEN .
vigor you would a viper; they WITHOUT KNIFE OR PA!M. W0 PAY UNTIL CURED
Hair "although I have just finished a two same
will
the
poor,
CURED
and
5000
sting
weeks' wash. I lay my strength to have stung
SWORN TO.
NO
to death. Send OR
OTHEK SWINDLE.
tonic. I have taken the helpless, the erring
woman's
the
Cardui,
&
AN
PLANT
ISLAND
and
raise
will
who
ing arrive at Santa Fe 11:10 p. m.
bless,
men
TIME TABLE ALL
up
a lot of it and I can never praise it us
MAKES
CUKE
down and curse. Men every- ABSOLUTE THE
not
GUARANTEE
pull
LOCAL TRIANS
enough for what it has done for me. I where, arouse ye, work for the initia- Any Tumor, lump or
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.
Sore on tue Lip, lace
can
never thank you enough for the adTrain Leaves Santa Fe 7:30
Train leaves for the north at 10:15
tive, the referendum, for Prohibition or Body 6 months
to
take Cardui, for as
CANCER.
vice you gave me,
IS
Leave Santa, Fe at 8:10 a. m. to con- a m.
They
as
homes
and
for
care
your
you
never pain until last
a. m. Daily. ,
nect with No. 10 from the south and
Train arrives from the north at 3:35 since taking it I look so well and am you value your freedom from the stace.
BOOK SENT FREE
6tout as a mule."
west, also No. 3 trom the east, re- p. m.
bosses.
thralldom of political
For information regarding freight
mth testimonials of hundreds cured after
You are urged to take Cardui, that genNew Mexico Central.
L. A. H.
turning arrive at Santa Fe 12:10 p. m.
failed. Write and askthem. 36 years curing Oinccrs, 21 here
Train leaves Santa Fe at 7:30 a. m. tle, vegetable tonic, for weak women. Its
and passenger rates etc. call
Leave Santa Fe at 4 p. m. to conTrain arrives at Santa Fe at 8 p. m. use will strengthen and build up your sysnect with No. 1
also takes
"Prohibition don't prohibit," shouts
at city office, Laughlin Block
passtem, relieve or prevent headache, back the liquor dealer, and then proceeds IS CANCER, and. if neglected it will always
passengers for No. 2
dodeep glands in the armpit, and kill quickly
to draw his clieck for a generous , x poison
Make your plans ahead so that you ache and the ailments of weak women.
ing Lamy at 6:30 p. m. Returning
or Phone 145.
V I Jit I V IjrlA l.V
iiV
mna to fllltIilJkVlln
dealersto
arrive at Santa Fe 6 : 30 p. m. with No. can attend the Elks' Tuesday night
the
liquor
V,
nation
Itwillsurelyhelpyou,asithashelped
l's connection only.
without fail. It is to help Santa Fe thousands of others, in the past 50 years, be used in preventing the adoption of 745 AKD 747 S. MAIN ST., LOS ANGELES. CAL
Leave Santa Fe at 7:20 p. m. to con- by helping the new sanitarium of
rmult MAIL IU MJMtUNt WIIH CANCEB
Ladies' Advisory Dept.. ChatU- - ProniDltum- .-r 10m rue auu
L H. GIBSON,
I
which many a large city might well be nooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga,Tenn.. for Special
nect with Nos. 7 and 9
"M"
and
again,
"It has been shown time
City Frt. & Pass.
Return- proud.
lor Women," tent in plain wrapper, on request
and Noa. 4 and 8
21
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NEW TRUNK LINE FOR
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS.

THE MAN
HATER

St. Louis, Brownsville and Mexico
Railroad Plannig Further Links in
Road to Neighboring Republic
San Antonio, Texas, Aug. 20 That
the St. Louis, Brownsville & Mexico
railroad will build a trunk line into
this city, is the definite announcement
made by A. T. Perkins,
of the system. Mr. Perkins came to
San Antonio for the express purpose
to make this statement to the Chamber of Commerce. In order to put his
road in contact with San Antonio as
soon as possible a branch line will be
built from Kingsville to Alice, a station on the San Antonio & Arkansas
Pass railroad. This done the St.
Louis, Brownsville & Mexico will run
its own trains into this city. The
branch line in question will be 22
miles in length and will ultimately
form part of the main line. Work on
the latter will be pushed with all energy and Mr. Perkins is confident that
it will be in operation within twelve
months. The distance to be covered
by it is 125 miles. Owing to the fact
that the country traversed is prairie
land of a nundulating character no
serious engineering problem will be
encountered.
It is understood that the line to be
built will form the connecting link in
the Yoakum railroads for a short-linbetween St. Louis and Mexico City.
Surveying crews now in the field are
selecting a route from Brady, Texas,
southward towards San Antonio, the
former being at present the terminal
of the Frisco road. The two lines
would meet in this city and provide a
short haul for all through traffic to

......ai-."-."-

Miss Pine glanced up from her garAlthough ol a hospitable nature,
den bed and her eyes encountered Miss Belinda had long ago added to
two round, blue ones, set in a square, her litany a petition to be delivered
unsmiling face, behind which a big from visitors in the spring. "Planting
sun hat flared out The elastic which and visitors don't agree," she often
held the hat in place was convenient-ly- , said to herself.
if not artistically, hitched under
When, on the day she was putthig
In seeds for her annuals, she saw an
the tip of the wearer's nose.
"Good morning," said the owner of automobile turn into her driveway she
the blue eyes, taking a few tentative gave a gasp of dismay and arose from
steps toward Miss Pine. "What are iher knees with an expression of fatigue not caused by her garden layou doing?"
"I'm planting some flowers," was bors.
"We have come out to pass the day
the reply. "What are you doing this
with you," announced one of the girls,
fine morning?"
"I'm just taking a walk," answered who gaily Jumped out of the car.
"And we were only two hours and
the blue-eyeone, casually. "That is,
I thought I'd come and walk past fifty minutes running out from town,"
your house and see what you were do- said another. "Wasn't that good time?
ing. I thought you might be out We are planning to go home by moond

here."

She clasped ber hands behind her
back and regarded Miss Pine wistfully.
"My mother and I might come in
and stay with you awhile if you asked
me," she ventured presently.
Miss Pine looked properly embarrassed and apologetic. "I beg your
pardon," she said. "Do please come
e
In. I have such awfully poor manners. I never thought to ask you."
The caller promptly came. "I think
you have very nice manners," she remarked consolingly. "Everybody forgets sometimes."
She carefully examined a big stone
that lay near the walk, then, gathering her skirts tightly about her plump
knees, she sat down upon it, tipping
Mexico.
her feet up so that only her toes
The new international bridge at touched the ground.
for
traffic
will
be open
Brownsville
"Once," she said, when she was comnext November and will give the
fortably seated, "a boy told me to sit
with
contact
Yoakum roads physical
on a stone like this one and when I
the National lines of Mexico at
got up I found it was on top of an
In all probability, if rumors ant hill." She
gave a retrospective
are to be believed, the Yoakum inter- wriggle.
e
to Mexests will then build an
"It was awful terrible," she assured
ico City. The branch of the National Miss Pine in a hushed tone. "They
lines with which the St. Louis, bit me dreadfully and I cried for
Brownsville & Mexico will connect fol hours and hours. I had always been
lows a rather circuitous route and for told that if I didn't hurt the creatures
that reason an effective short line to they wouldn't hurt me, so I was very
Mexico City from St. Louis will not much grieved in my inside feelings
be a reality before a road down the: and my outside ones, too."
"I don't wonder," sympathized Miss
east coast of the republic is in oper--j
ation. The latter incidentally would Pine. "But I don't think there are
tap one of the richest districts in any ants under that stone. It was
Mexico.
put there only yesterday."
"I think I'd better watch, though,"
the
The territory to b3 opened by
returned
the caller, peering about
been
has
the
which
of
building
road
announced by Mr. Perkins, is one of anxiously. "What are you planting?"
"Pansles," said Miss ine. "Have
the richest in all Texas. In the
southern and central parts of it crops you planted any at your house?"
Blue Eyes sniffed disgustedly. "We
are raised throughout the year and
of did plant some," she replied, "but a
winter
quantities
the
large
during
boy came and kicked them all up with
garden truck are shipped from there. his
We do have the most awful
The new railroad would greatly stim- timefoot.
with boys. I don't see what they
and
latter
of
the
ulate the production
were ever made for."
a large share, of .its. .freight tonnage
"Oh, I think they have their uses,"
it.
from
would be made up
said Miss Pine, tolerantly. "Don't
you know any nice boys?"
Ladies will have charge at the Elks'
'There aren't any nice ones," Blue
Tuesday night, lady ushers, ticket sell- Eyes assured her, earnestly. "They're
ers, etc.
all bad. Even the grown-uones I
don't like very much, except my dadPain anywhere stopped in 20 min dy, but he's so different from the rest
utes sure with one of Dr. Shoop's Pink of them. Uncles are grown-uboys,
j
Tablets. The formula is on the
you know, and I don't like them at all.
box. Ask your Doctor or Druggist I have several uncles, and they tease
about this formula! Stops womanly me sometimes till I can hardly bear it.
"There's a very bad boy that lives
pains, headache, pains anywhere.
Write Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis., for next door to us," Blue Eyes continued,
free trial to prove value, of his Head- rumlnatlngly. "You know, I have a
dog. Father says he's more
ache, or Pink Pain Tablets. Sold by lovely
kinds of a dog than he ever knew of
The Capital Pharmacy.
before, and this bad boy next door
calls him a cur. I think that's a mean
20 YEARS AGO TODAY thing to say and it hurts Tadpole's
From the New Mexican of this date feelings. Tadpole's the name of my
dog. Uncle Jack named him and all
1890.
the other uncles would call him that,
The census figures just announced so I thought the easiest way was just
show that New Mexico has 152,159 to pretend I liked it and let it be his
cent name.
people which is a gain of 25 per
!
"Are you married?" she interrupted
in ten years.
Ira M. Bond returned from Wash-- , herself to ask, anxiously.
"No," said Miss Pine, "and, frankington last night and after a few days j' ly,
just between you and me, I don't
to
his
visit in the capital will proced
ever expect to be."
comes
as.
He
home in Albuquerque.
on j Blue Eyes clapped her hands despecial agent to collect information
lightedly. Then she got up from the
mines and mining in New mexicu iui stone, stepping in a rather gingerly
the forthcoming census report.
way until she had safely cleared its
Th hoard of regents of the Uni environs. She threw her arms around
in
versity of New Mexico advertises con- the knees of Miss Pine and hugged
the New Mexican for bids for the
them enthusiastically.
struction of the university building.
"Oh, isn't that perfectly lovely!"
A few days ago a resident of Santa she rejoiced. "I'm never going to be
Fe gathered a few of the wild potatoes married myself unless boys get lots
that grow os prolifically in the fields'
nicer than they are now. Don't you
and gardens about Santa Fe and for-- ; think it would be just the loveliest
warded them to Professors Hadleyj thing in the world for me and you and
and Blunt, of the New Mexico Agri- my mother to live together and plant
cultural Colege and Experimental Sta-- ; things and take care of Tadpole and
! not ever have
any brothers or uncles
'
tion.
trains
or husbands or anything, but just
No
Trinidad. Colo.. Aue. 20.
of the Union Pacific have gone south have a good time and be widows?"
on account of washouts. The southbound passengers are all staying at
Nobility of Labor.
the U. S. hotel at the expense of the
There is a perennial nobleness, and
road.
even sacredness In work. Were a
man ever bo benighted, or forgetful of
wvt Tuesday Niaht, at the Elks, his high calling, there is always hope
the show will be a new and unusually In him who actually and earnestly
attractive one and the proceeds will; works; in idleness alone is there
be turned over for the benefit of thej perpetual despair. Thomas Carlyle.
Sisters' new sanitarium. The prices
will be only fifteen and twenty-fiv- e
True Motive In Life.
cents. Everybody should make it a
Where you are is of no moment, but
duty to turn out and Ihelp this mo3t
only what you are doing there. It is
worthy cause.
not the place that ennobles you, but
you the place, and this is only by
doing that which is great and noble.
IB mierebuju ana wiouia now
Ruskin.
s.
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A Hard Climb.

It's a long way up to the first limb
of the tree of knowledge.
To Be 8ure.
Many men hitch their wagons to
stars, while others are satisfied with
members of the chorus. Lipplncott'i.

light."

PAGE SEVEN.

urns

How's This?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh O.re.
F. J. CHENEY, & CO.. Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F.
J. Cheney for the last 15 yes- - and beFOR SALE Office safe $30. Chas.
lieve him perfectly honorable in all E. Michael.
"lUve you ever noticed," inquired business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made
COOK WANTED Apply to Mrs. R.
youii;; Mrs. Allision ag(rievdly, "that
if th re is one particular point of your by his firm.
.1. Palen, 231 Palace avenue.
WALDIN'G, KINN & MARVIN,
reputation which is specially dear to
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
you some perverse fate
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front
inevitably
leads you to destroy it?"
U's Catarrh Cure is taken intern room with bath, 202 Chauelie St.
"What a pessimistic theory!" com- ally, acting directly upon the blood
mented the
blonde. "Real- and mucous surfaces of the system.
FOR RENT Eight room modern
ly, 'eleste, you ought to take a ton- Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents brick house, fine location.
242 Agua
ic!"
Fria street.
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
"My dear," said younj, Mrs. AlliTake Hall's Family Pills fm
son, loltily, "you may sniff if you
FOR SALE Standard Dictionary,
plea;?", but the next time you catch
latest edition, 2 vols, cheap. Apply
yourself talking slang to some one
New Mexican office.
Notice For Publication.
who has always spoken admiringly of
the purif.v of your Knglish, or when Department of the Interior,
FOR SALE
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Thirty horse pownext you hear yourself making sarcasas new. Inquire,
er
engine,
good
August 15, 1910.
tic remarks to an old friend who has
03857 Not Coal.. at Santa Fe Planing Mill.
flattered you on the beauty of your .Forest Reserve.
Notice is hereby given that Emery
disposition, just recall my theory."
PRACTICAL EDUCATION fully exC. Arnold, of Pecos, N. M., who on
"Very likely I shail," said, the
Write today. Albuquerque
plained.
blonde, cooily. "but tell U3 August 26, 1904,' made homestead enall about your latest mishap and ease try (Serial 03S57), No. 8044, for SE. Business College, Albuquerque, N. M.
NW.
your mind."
E 2 SW.
NW.
FOR SALE Lands irrigated by the
"You see," said young Mrs. Alli- SW.
Section 11, Township 17 N.,
Fe Irrigation and Improvement
Santa
son, rolling up her embroidery, "there Range 12 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
is nothing that tickles my vanity so filed notice of intention to make final Co, maps and prices at Charles E.
much as to have any one compliment five year proof, to establish claim to Michael. Real Estate.
me on my sense of color harmony the land above described, before RegMEN Learn automobile
business.
which I show !n my clothes. Every ister and Receiver, at Santa
Fe, N. M.,
$25 weekly; $10 while learnonce in a while some kind acquaint- on
Wages
1910.
the 13th day of October,
ance repeats to me some pleasant reing. We teach by mail. Rochester
Claimant names as witnesses:
Auto School, Rochester, N. Y.
mark on the subject made in her hearCharles Closson, Santa Fe, N. M.;
ing and cheers me on.
Simeon Vivash, Romulo Lopez, Mar- '
WANTED Railway mail
clerks,
"Only last week I was told that Mr.
tin, all of Pecos, N. M.
Stowe that dark, aesthetic-lookincarriers. Examinapostofflce
clerks,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
tions in this district in November. Buartist, you know had said I displayed
Register.
the nicest taste in color combinations
reau of Instruction, Rochester, N. Y.
he had seen in America, i positively
Dance tonight, Adobe Grand.
strutted for days after I heard that."
TYPEWRITERS
She sighed and stirred her tea in sij Cleaned,
lence.
adjusted and repaired. New
NOTICE OF SALE OF MORTGAGED
platents furnished. Ribbons and sup-- ;
'Well," demanded the
PROPERTY.
plies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
blonde, impatiently, "what troubles
Notice is hereby given, that by vir- and rented. Standard makes handled.
you then?"
"It was yesterday," said young Mrs. tue of a judgment and decree in fore- All repair work and typewriters guarSanta Fe Typewriter ExAllision, taking up nor tale of woe closure, rendered and given by the anteed.
with resignation.
"The left shoulder District Court of the First Judicial Dis- change. Phone Black 231.
of my new spring suit has never been trict, in and for the County of Santa
just right, so I decided to take it back Fe, Territory of New Mexico and in the City of Santa Fe, in the County
to the tailor and see if he couldn't fix entered and docketed in the office of of Santa Fe, Territory of New Mexico,
it. I wanted to wear it tc a recital the clerk of said court, in and for said on the 21st day of September, A. D.
last night and thought if I took it county, on the 24th day of
A. D. 1910, at 10 o'clock A. M., of that day.
down myself directly after luncheon 1910, in an action whereinMay,
Alois B. The premises, aforesaid, are described
he might get it done in time. You Renehan was
plaintiff and Mathias J. in said judgment and decree, as folall know that suit," she ad.ied. "Bright
Louisa Nagel, his wife, de- lows,
and
Nagel
cobalt blue you remember? chiffon
A tract or parcel of land lying withfendants, in favor of the said plaintiff
broadcloth."
in the Santa Fe City Grant, southeast
and
for
the
said
against
defendants,
Th'i other nodded.
the sum of Six Hundred and Eighteen of the City of Santa Fe, partly in Sec"Weil," went on the victim of cirno 100 Dollars and interest tion Thirty (30) and partly in Section
cumstances, "it was a warm day and ($G18) and
in the sum of Forty-nin- e
Dollars and Thirty-on(31) of Township 17 North,
blue
to
cloth
was
the
suit
dress
my
10
Forty-fou- of the New Mexico
East
cents
Range
a
($49.44),
making
too heavy and I wanted to go straight
from ibe tailor's to an afternoon af- total due of Six Hundred and Sixty-seve- Meridian, and bounded as follows:
Dollars and Forty-fou- r
cents On the North and West by a line folfair at the Lloyds', so I nut on my
coral foulard and carrier! the
blue ($067.44) to the date of said judgment lowing the center of the Arroya
coat. It looked horribly, but the tai- and attorney fees for he amount of Chamisos, on the East by a parcel of
s
off and I decided to Fifty Dollars ($50); that there is in- land lately owned by Francisco
lor's wasn't
and by him transferred to Materest due on said amount to the date
risk It.
"Just as I was ready to start Moth- of this sale, at the rate of 12 per cent thias J. Nagel and by the Santa Fe
er Allison ran across, looking hurried, In the sum of Thirteen Dollars and City Grant; on the South by a line
and with her heliotrope wrap over one Thirty-fou- r
cents (vi3.34), making a running due East from the intersecs
ariii.
total
interest and at- tion of a road known as the old
due,
principal,
" 'Celeste,' she said, 'I ieruembered
road with the Arroya Chamisos.
fees of Seven Hundred and
torney
that you were going to th-- ; tailor's this Thirty Dollars and
The personal property, aforesaid, is
Seventy-eigh- t
afternoon and I thought I'd ask you to cents
to the date of this described in said judgment and de($730.78),
take this with you and have him put
as follows,
on new buttons. I've just discovered sale; which judgment and decree, cree,
2782 feet of ten (10) inch wrot iron
other
directed
sale
the
among
things,
how worn they are and he can't match
as special pipe; 2556 feet of eight (8) inch wrot
by me, the undersigned,
it without the color.'"
estate
of
and
the
real
Master,
personal iron pipe; and 3000 feet of ten (10)
Young Mrs. Allison paused tragicto inch wrot iron pipe; a portion of said
hereinafter
described,
property,
ally.
amount
of
said
the
judgment, pipe being located at Arroya Hondo
"Of course,"" went on the injured satisfy
resione, with forced calm, 'of course, I with interest thereon, attorney fees dam No. 2 and a portion at the
in
all
dence
of
costs
said
and
the
and
costs
defendants,
and
the
I
expenses
took them both! When
got on the
car with my coral gown and my bright of such sale and the residue, if any the County of Santa Fe and Territory
blue coat and Mother Allison's helio- there be, paying over to the defend- of New Mexico.
MELVIN T. DUNLAVY.
trope wrap, the conductor looked as tf ants their heirs, executors, adminishe wanted to laugh. I'd have com- trators or assigns.
Special Master.
Dated this 27th da of July, A. D.
plained to the company if he had, my
Therefore, I, Melvin T. Dunlavy,
nerves were so ragged! I went in and special
cause 1910.
in
master
said
took the oniy vacant sent and when duly
BOWMAN & DUNLAVY, Attorwill
the
sell
apopinted,
I looked up it was to recognize the hereinafter
es- neys for plaintiff. Santa Fe, N. M.
described
real
aesthetic Mr. Stowe beside me!"
tate and personal property to the highShe paused again. There was a mur- est bidder, for cash,
;t public auction, Sunday matinee, 3 p. m., Adobe
mur of sympathy from her listeners. at the front door of the court house, Grand.
"I couldn't get up and jump off the
car," she went on. "so I sat and answered Mr. Stowe'sc po'tit remarks
and ignored bis shocked glances. How
I hated that man for daring to exist!
I was painfully aware of course, that
my rainbow clothes made my comWrite for testi monials of prominent people and booklet why
plexion a sickly green, but I was too
mad even to explain to him!
"Mr. Stowe assisted me off the car
with elaborate courtesy when I came
SAVES CONSUMPTIVES
to my corner and I ran all the way to
the tailor's."
L M HOFFMA.N, Gsieral Sales Agent, Albuquerque N. M.
blonde
The
smiled
broadly. "I sha!l wear a pastel shade
when he calls on me next," she remarked.
"As for me," said youn,? Mrs. Alli"I never want to see
son, disgus-tedlj- ,
him again. In fact, I never shall see
him when I meet him. I think it was
most uiigentlenianly of him to be on

Her Startling

Color Scheme

fluffy-haire-

d

fluffy-h-

"Oh, Miss Belinda," exclaimed the
third, "how perfectly lovely your place
looks and what a lot of spring work
you have done already!
Now, we
aren't going to interrupt your labors
at all. That would be a shame. We
are going to help you. What shall we
do? Shall I weed the garden?"
"It's a little early for weeding," answered Miss Belinda, with a smile.
"I think perhaps luncheon should be
the first thing on the program.
My
cook has gone for the day, so we shall
have to prepare our own meal."
"All the more fun.
We love to
cook. Let us do everything," cried the
girls in a jumbled chorus of enthusiasm.
"Very well," laughingly agreed Miss
Belinda. "You can start things white
I get a little of the garden soil off my
hands.
You'll find nearly everything
In the pantry, and what you don't find
there is in the cellar."
The girls, having frequently visited
Miss Belinda in the summer, quickly
made themselves at home and Miss
jBelinda, dressing In an upstair chamber, smiled as she heard the bursts
of merriment rising from the kitchen
and dining room.
"I oughtn't to grudge them such a
good time," she said to herself, "but
Just now every day counts so much
in getting the garden started."
She still was thinking regretfully of
her unfinished garden beds as she
went downstairs.
"See, Miss Belinda, what a pretty
salad I have made of watercress," said
one girl.
"Watercress?" Miss Belinda looked
at her visitor in surprise. "Why,
where did you get watercress?"
"In the garden. There was quite a
clump of it, but I didn't take it all, for
I thought you'd want to have another
salad before what I cut grew up
again."
"I'm glad you didn't take it all," said
Miss Belinda, looking carefully at the
green leaves under the mayonnaise,
"because I'm afraid it won't be very
good in salad. It's campanula. We'll
just throw it out, my dear, and not say
a word to the other girls about it."
"I suppose it is a kind of a joke on
me, isn't it?"
"Well," Miss Belinda's eyes twinkled, "I don't know whether the joke
is on you or not. I should place it
in another quarter."
"Oh, Miss Belinda, do come into the
kitchen," called one of the enthusiastic young cooks, "and tell us what you
think is the matter with these sweet
potatoes. They're boiled all right, but
they don't seem to be the right color.
I was so delighted when I found them
In the cellar, and onions, too, but I'm
afraid they're spoiled."
"Yes, they are undoubtedly spoiled,"
remarked Miss Belinda, gravely, as
she recognized her precious dahlia
roots boiling in one pot of water and
a dozen of her choicest gladioli bulbs
sizzling with cream sauce in another.
"And the onions aren't good, either,
are they? fhey haven't a bit of onion
odor."
"No, these are not good onions. In
fact, they are very poor onions, indeed." Miss Belinda laughed a little
strangely.
"Well, that's what I call a disappointment."
"So do I," agreed Miss Belinda,
feelingly.
"You don't blame us for not knowing they were spoiled, do you, dear
Miss Belinda?"
"Oh, no, I I am the one who should
have been more careful. Are you making an omelet?"
"Yes, I thought that was the nicest
way to use the fresh eggs I gathered,"
answered the girl who was turning that car!"
an omelet in the skillet. "I never had
the fun of gathering eggs before, and
Losses in Coal Storage.
wasn't I lucky? I found 13 eggs under
The Illinois tests of Prof. S. W. Parr
She was the stubbornest and Mr. W. F. Whseler seem to have
one hen.
creature. I could hardly get her off shown that the chief losses in the
the nest."
storage of large quantities of coal are
"I can imagine It was difficult," said due to breaking up into dust and to
Miss Belinda, adding to herself: "Alas, fires from spontaneous
combustion.
my expensive setting of Rhode Is- The maximum loss from weathering
land Reds that I put under the poor was not more than 3 per cent, in Illiold hen this morning!"
nois coal stored a year. Other experiThen she sat down at the lunch ta- menters have differed, and have reble and entered into the merriment of ported a loss in calorific power from
her guests. Her heroic good will last- weathering as high as 25 per cent.
ed till she saw the automobile disappear with them around a bend of the
Oriental Courtesy.
road late that afternoon.
A
striking instance of oriental
"Anyway," she murmured, "I kept
Is reported from Shepherd's
them from working in my garden. courtesy
A number of Japanese
London.
Bush,
That's some comfort"
connected with the exhibition presently being held in the city, who had had
to do a lot of hammering in the back
Wise "Words" From Bacon.
of the house at which they
A wise man will make more op- garden
were staying, called on all the neighportunities than he finds. Men's be- bors, and, apologizing for the noise,
havior should be like their apparel--not
presented the lady of the house with
too straight or point device, but an
exquisite bouquet of artificial
free from exercise or motion.
Bacon.
aired
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Tuberculosis Conquered

NATURE'S CREATION
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FAIR

THE FIRST STATE
AND

GRAND STATEHOOD CELEBRATION

ALBUQUERQUE

OCT.
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A SOLID WEEK OF RECREATION AND AMUSEMENT
HIGH CLASS HARNESS AND RUNNING RACES
BASE BALL TOURNAMENT
GRAND MILITARY DISPLAY

FIRST ANNUAL DOG SHOW
GRAND RESOURCES EXPOSITION
EVERY SPECIES OF HEW AND INSTRUCTIVE
AMUSEMENT

THE

WILL BE

PROVIDED

PARKER AMUSEMENT COMPANY will
the dowa town night attractions, Fourteen high-classhows and sensational free acts.
" REDUCED RATES ON ALL RAILROADS
C. W.

fur-niss

Write the Secretary fo" premium lists or other Information

J.E.

O'RIELLY,
Presiden t.

ITOHNB. McMANUa
Secretary.
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GROCERY AND BAKERY
FLOUR
"M"
VI

DIAMOND

1

per sack $1.65 per sack

t

Nn BETTER FLOUR AT ANY PRICE. WITH
EACH SACK YOU BUY YOU GET A GUESS AT
THE WEIGHT OF THE BIG SACK IN OUR SHOW
WINDOW WHICH WEIGHS BETWEEN 500 AND
1000 POUNDS. THE ONE GUESSING THE
NEAREST GETS THE BIG SACK ON SEPT. 25th
refund you

Try this flour, we will take it back and cheerfully
money if not entirely satisfactory.

F. ANDREWS

4.

No.

Phone

1

4.
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(Continued

From Page Two.)

FOR RENT Furnished three-rootent house September 1st. F.
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Everybody turn out Tuesday night
go to the Elks'.
Let Tuesday night be a banner
night, and lets see how many we can
pack into the Elks'.
New Goods Beautiful line of fall
millinery has arrived at Miss A.
Mugler's.
Big Change of Program at the Elks'
tomorrow night. Show start, promptly at S:30. All subjects good.
If you cannot attend the show and
the band concert at the Elks' Tuesday
night, at least buy some tickets and
help the worthiest cause in the city.
Marriage License B. F. Daniels
and Miss N. T. Francois, both of Denver, took out a marriage license here
today.
Woman's Board of Trade The regular meeting of the Woman's Board
of Trade will be held on Monday afternoon, 2:30 o'clock, at the public

library.

WEEK
$2.50

fiBS$3.00

$3.50

$4.00

turn out Tuesday night
to the Elks'.
Registration in Precinct No. 17.
The registration list in Precinct No.
17 now has 360 names.
Registration
closes ten days before election.
It is in Fischer's Window the prize
to be given away at the Elks' Wednesday, August 31st.
The Sanitairum is for all creeds and
all nationalities and the Sisters are
kind to all alike, so let all creeds and
all nationalities turn out Tuesday
night, the 23rd, and help the new sanitarium and the city of Santa Fe.
Granted a Divorce Amanda Sanchez de Gonzales has been granted a
divorce from her husband, Donaciano
Gonzales, Judge J. R. McFie having
signed the decree. The couple reside
Everybody
go

$4.50

IMPORTED RATfiRc

i

$5.00

razors wi be placedon salethis week aslowas97e. each.
importers of razors in the United
cUTtERY CO., of NewYoric City. Theyare
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at a ridiculous figure, whichputs
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you
following goodsat nearly half the prices. All
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I $3.50 Brandt No. 115, S1.77
1
$4.50 Brandt No. 11 o! $2.47
Best No. 119, resularpr.ee
$5.00,setour price $2.97 each
. AU razors are full hollow
and
ground,
ready for use.
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"c win aiso piace on sale low ot the genuine

Brandt

BRANDT

SELF-HONIN-

RAZOR STROPS

G

Our Price 970 each

hi

vartUed everywhere at $2.00
The Brandt
Razor S trop is the best razor strop on the
market
The only razor strop
in the world that hones and
strops your razor at the same time and enables you to obtain an
edge which only an experienced barber can give. The Brandt Self,
honing Razor Strop tvill put a keener ed:;e on a razor with fewer
strokes than any other razor strop. GUARANTEED never to become hard or glossy. Special -a $2.00 Brandt Safety Razor and
Brandt Shaving Bnub for 87c each. ii&Xl, OKI)
g

4i

fWD.
FISCHER DRUG COMPANY
The Rexall Store.

$2.00 Razor Hones S7c.
Mail Ordera

Filled

NnD I ILRbb
HACK SERVICE

.SATISFACTION ASSURED

corricics hack line

K?

pSJiSmcm Buggies and Saddle Horses

in Mora county.
Everybody turn out Tuesday night
go to the Elks'.
The unusually good picture show,
the Military Band and other attractions will give an unequaled entertainment for the small fee asked, 25
cents down stairs, 15 cents up stairs.
Santa Fe Trains The Santa Fe
trains on tine main line were running
according to schedule today, except
that No. 10 from the south and west
was four hours late. No. 3 from the
east arrived in Santa Fe an hour late.
If you cannot go to the show, at
least buy some tickets for the Elks'
Tuesday night. It is for your interest.
Everybody turn out Tuesday night
go to the Elks'.
Miss Hanson Will Sing At the
First Presbyterian church tomorrow,
Miss Hildred Hanson will sing at the
services. She is a former resident of
Santa Fe and has gained eminent, success in Chicago as a violinist and vo-

calist.
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charge of the ticket booth at the Elks'
Tuesday night and there will be some
very popular ushers; everybody go
and help the good cause as well as enjoy an evening of rare pleasure and
inspiring music.
Every Business Man In Santa Fe
will be helped by the new Sanitarium,
let everyone help the cause by going
to the Elks' Tuesday night. Boost
Greater Santa Fe.
Postmaster Burke as eLtter Carrier
Owing to the congestion of mail at
the local postofflce caused by the arrival of delayed mails from every direction last night, Postmaster E, C.
Burke again took a hand today at
playing letter carrier and delivering
mail on the letter carriers routes.
Music hath charms everybody go
and hear the band and see the unusually good and new picture show at the
Elks' Tuesday night, only 15 and 25
cents.
The Sisters are Putting up such a
modern institution for the care of our
sick and those who come here seeking health it is our duty to help a little bit by going to the Elks' Tuesday
night. Show your patriotism for
Greater Santa Fe and your sympathy
for the sick, 15 and 25 cents.
Runaway Yesterday afternoon, as
Insurance Commissioner Jacobo Chaves and his assistant, Peter M. Lienau
were driving in a carriage to the
Santa Fe depot, the horse took fright
in front of the court house on East
Palace avenue and made a dash for
the narrow alleyway just west of the
court house. It stumbled on the pavement, tore out of the harness and ran
down the street, leaving the carriage
high and dry with Mr. Chaves and Mr.
Lienau unhurt. The horse was caught
soon afterwards and returned to its
owner.
Prices at the Elks' Tuesday Night
will be only 15 and 25 cents, so there
is no reason why every one should
not help the new Sanitarium by attending and enjoying an unusually
good show.
Numbers on the Grand Prize, which
is to be given away Wednesday, August 31st at the Elks' theater, will be
given away tomorrow night and continuing until the night prize is given
away.
Everybody turn out Tuesday night
go to the Elks'.
Charged With Stabbing Policeman
Alejandro Romero is in the lock-uand
charged with resisting arrest
stabbing Policeman Juan Tafoya last
night in Burro Alley. The policeman
was severely gashed under the chin
and had to go to his home and receive
medical attention, but not until after
he had taken his prisoner to the lock
up. Marshal Sena said today that he
will prosecute Romero "to the limit
of the law" and that he does not intend to allow his policemen to be assaulted while doing their duty."
Few towns of this size can boast
of such an institution as the new sanitarium will be and the Sisters
to be shown how the people of
Santa Fe appreciate it by making
p

ae-ser-

Tuesday night at the Elks' an unparalleled success.
Skull Presented to Museum The
Rev. C. F. Lucas has brought to the
museum a well preserved skull found
by him in ruins near Arroyo Hondo.
The skull is of the typical character
of practically all of those recently
found in this region. The museum
authorities desire again to impress on
all the importance of these finds for
in no other way will it be possible to
write the fliistory of the peoples formerly occupying Santa Fe valley and
establishing their relation with the
tribes of the southwest,
The small admission fee, 15 and 25
cents should not keep one single person away from the Elks' Tuesday
night. It is a cause worthy of a little
and you will get more
than your money's worth in an excellent show. The band boys will be

DOG CATCHER RESIGNED
BUT DOGS WERE CAUGHT.

Boys Come to Rescue of the Law and
Reap Rich Harvest Panic
Among Women.
"Did you see my dog?"
"WTiat has become of our dog?"
"Oh where or where has' my little
dog gone?"
These questions and the final "refrain" were heard yesterday and there
was sadness in many a houshold
where the ukase of the mayor in regard to dog licenses had been ignor- ed.
Yesterday was a great dog day in
Santa Fe and the total receipts for
dog licenses would make the treasury
of even some successful ice cream social look small. They were $65 or
more.
But the dog catcher did not cut the
watermelon for he resigned early In
the game, tis rumored. Mayor Selig-ma-n
with his customary Initiative re- -,
ferred the matter to some wideawake, fearless, boys and they got
busy. One of the boys made $1.75
catching unlicensed dogs at 25 cents
a piece and another chap made $1.25.,
They left dogless streets in their,
wake, but the dog pound took on a
bargain day apeparance. It was full
of all dogs of all colors, sizes and
breeds. Such a howl they made!
There was a procession of men and
women to the dog pound all yesterday
afternoon and they looked for pets
that disappeared. They found them,
too and also the $1 for dog tax, the 50
cents fine and 25 cents for a tag.
Yes, the dog license seems to be any
X-

e,

there.
Starts

on Last Journey "According
to advices received here the body of
the late James E. Hurley was sent
yesterday from Karlsbad, Austria,
It will
where he died, to Bremen.
leave the latter port on Monday on
the steamer Kaiser Wilhelm der
Grosse. The body is to be accompanied by Mr. Krammes, Mr. Hurley's
secretary, and J. W. Kendrick,
of the Santa Fe, who was in
Europe at the time of Mr. Hurley's
death. The body will arrive in New
York about September 1. Mrs. Hur
ley, her son and daughter, and a
party of friends and railroad officials
will go east on a special train to meet
it. The funeral will be held in
September 3 or 4, with burial
there." Las Vegas Optic.
Had 54 Sacks of Mail Postmaster
Burke had all the postal employes at thing but a joke in Santa Fe.
e
the postofflce this morning almost
sunrise to grapple with 54 sacks
Dance tonight, Adobe Grand.
of three
of mail, the accumulation
days' mail tied up owing to the wash- REVOLUTION IN NICARAGUA
out at Ribera. By 7:30 a. m. every
IS DECLARED ENDED.
letter and paper or parcel was assorted and then with special conveyances Madriz and Estrada Factions Have
the postmaster led the postmen in
Agreed on Terms of
their work of delivering the enormous
Peace.
bundles.
New Orleans, La., Aug. 20. Cablegrams received this morning from
Sunday matinee, 3 p. m., Adobe Bluefields by local steamship comGrand.
panies, stated that Ithe revolution is
ended and that the Madriz and EsINCENDIARY FIRE DESTROYS
trada factions have ' agreed on terms
$250,000 WORTH OF PROPERTY.
of peace.
RunMen With Lighted Torch Seen
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
ning From Yard to Yard in
Connection made with Automobile
Lumber Camp.
Uniontown, Pa., Aug. 20. Fire be- line at Vaughn for Roswell, dally.
lieved to have been of incendiary ori- Automobile leaves Vaughn for RosRos-we- ll
gin in the McFarland Company's plant well at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at
on Indian Creek, 14 miles from here,
at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
caused a loss of $250,000. The em- Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m.
ployes in the camp say they saw a and arrives at Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
man with a lighted torch run from fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
the yards when the fire started early Is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto- this morning.
, mobile
by wire. J. ' W. Stockard.
Dance tonight, Adobe Grand.
Rebound When excellent . wont can
If you are in need ot anything, try j be done right at home. Con"3lt tne
New Mexican Bindery.
a New Mexican Want Ad.
vice-preside-
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EW SAMPLES AT THE BIG STORE
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The Best of Made to Measure Service Right at
Home.

We are local representatives of the
American Ladies' Tailoring Company,
Chicago, the famous makers of
garments for women, made to
Individual measure. We have their
Fashion Portfolio, and all their samples of cloth. Please come to our
store and see what this service means
to you.
man-tailore-

d

Colored Fashion Plates.

Remarkable Prices

This large Portfolio in our store
shows 24 suit styles, 18 skirt styles
and 12 styles of coats all in actual
colors. The styles are the very cream
of the fashions for Fall and Winter
wear. We also show 180 samples of
cloth the finest selections from all
the new weaves. Any garment will be
made to your individual measure in
any cloth you select. An experienced
fitter in our store will take all of your
measurements fifty if necessary. The
fitter also diagrams the facts regarding your figure and style. The Chi-

These
garments
cost but little more than one pays for
The
suits
made to your measure run from $13.50
to $45.00. The
skirts run
from $5.50 to $15.00 and the coats
from $7.50 to $25.00. These prices,
remember, are for garments made to
your individual measure, with all the
effects. The reason is
American
that the
ladies' tailors make
a thousand garments where the ordinary tailor makes one. They buy
their materials direct from the mills
and in enormous lots. Their expert
supervision is distributed over a very
large output. These prices will be
amazing to women who know what
garments, made to meas'
ure, usually cost

cago tailors, with these facts before
them, will fit you as perfectly as
though you went to their shop. Not
such fits as women get by mail, from
measurements taken by themselves.
These garments will fit your figure,
style and individuality. They will
effects.
give you all the
man-tailore-

d

Out Own Guarantee

made-to-measu-

ready-made-

s.

man-tailore-

man-tailore-

man-tailore-

man-tailore-

d

d

d

We guarantee you complete satisfaction.

This guarantee

covers

fit,

style, workmanship and materials. If
the garment when received is not all

nave the

perfect
right to refuse it. The makers stand
back of us in this guarantee. It is for
you expect, you

them to fulfill it and for us it enforce
it.

We will see

that you get

D

d

-

M. Kayser,

Director

Please Come and See

Each garment will be made under
the personal direction of Monsieur
Kayser, one of the well known men in
his line. The work is all done by
journeymen tailors. You may be certain, that every garment will have the
touch of perfection.
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Come and see this Fashion Port
folio. It Is a complete education in
style. See the 180 cloths from which
you can choose. Pick out the cloth
and the style that you like best and
see the price that we qoute. if you decide on one of the garments we will
see that you get prompt delivery.

